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description of variables 1.  Preface 
The  previous  booklets  presenting the  results  of  the Community's  Farm 
Accouutancy  Data Network,  published  in 1984  and  1985,  were  well  received  by 
those  interested  in the  economic  situation of  European  farmers. 
This  new  booklet  covers  the  1982/83  and  1983/84  accounting years. 
It is  basically similar to its predecessors  but  there are  two  important 
differences. 
Firstly,  the  holdings  in the  FADN  sample  are  no  longer weighted  on  the  basis 
of the  1975  Community  farm  structure survey but  on  the basis  of the  number  of 
holdings  in the year  corresponding  to  the  accounting year.  The  results 
obtained  in this way  reflect as  accurately as  possible the structure of 
Community  agriculture  as  it is  in reality.  This  does  mean,  however,  that the 
results  published  in this  booklet  are not  comparable with  those  published 
previously. 
The  second  difference lies  in  the  actual lay-out of the  booklet.  The  tables 
with  the  accountancy results  are  grouped  together  in  section 3.  They  will 
undoubtedly  be  of  interest to specialists who  use  FADN  results  in their work 
and  analyses. 
In section  2  a  broad  outline is give,  which,  lacking the  austere  character of 
section 3,  may  well  arouse  the  interest of  a  wider  public. 
1 2.  Summary  of 1982/83  and.l983/84  results 
Agricultural situation in 1982/83  and  1983/84 
After  several difficult years  1982/83  was  a  relatively good  year  for  the 
various  farm products. 
Crop  products  as  a  whole  progressed,  with cereals  and  wine  exceeding  previous 
results.  The  trend of  livestock products,  and  more  particularly c;!ttle 
products,  was  more  varied;  if milk production was  slightly up,  beef 
production,  on  the  other  hand,  was  down. 
Furthermore,  over-abundant fruit production  led to market withdrawals  and  low 
prices  for  producers. 
On  the whole,  however,  farm  income  indicators  showed  an  upward  trend  in 
1982/83. 
In 1983  weather  conditions  were  difficult for  farmers,  and  the  good  results 
obtained  in 1982/83  were  not  repeated  in 1983/84. 
Overall,  production of field crops  (beet  and  cereals)  and  poultry was  down. 
Production of fruit  and  wine  was  almost  stable.  Although  the  volume  of 
production of the main  livestock products  increased  in  some  cases,  prices 
showed  a  downward  trend,  which  led to economic  results  in 1983/84  that were 
inferior to  those  of 1982/83. 
This  trend,  varying with the major  agricultural products,  affected the  trend 
of  farmers'  incomes  from  one  region  to  another. 
In the  following  few  pages  summarizing  the results,  we  have  hence  c~onsidered 
it best  to base  ourselves  on  the  average  of  the  two  most  recent full 
accounting  years  for  which  results  are  available to date  for  the  ten Member 
States. 
2 Income  concept 
It should  be  pointed  out first and  foremost  that the  income  indicator used 
here  is  FNVA/AWU,  which  does  not necessarily correspond to the real  income  of 
farmers. 
The  concept  of  individual  farm  income  used  is farm  net  value  added  per 
annual  work  unit  (AWU).  Farm  net value  added  is obtained  by  deducting 
from  total output  (plus  grants  and  subsidies)  intermediate  consumption 
of goods  and  services,  taxes  linked to production  and  inputs  and,  lastly, 
depreciation for  machinery,  equipment  and  farm buildings.  This  income 
remunerates  labour,  capital and  management.  It is  an  indicator of the 
economic  performance of all the assets which  have  contributed towards 
the formation  of  agricultural production.  This  micro-economic  indicator 
is fairly close to the macro-economic  concept of net value  added  at 
factor cost.  In order to make  aggregation possible at Community  level 
and  establish comparisons  between Member  States,  the results are 
calculated  in  ECU  at current prices  and  exchange  rates. 
Farm  net  value  added  remunerates  labour,  management,  capital and  land used. 
Wages,  rent and  financial  charges  are  included  in  farm net value  added  and  are 
only deducted  when  calculating family  farm  income  (see  tables  in  sections  3.2 
and  3.3.). 
Both  these  income  concepts,  however,  relate exclusively to earnings  derived 
from  agricultural activity.  All other  items  entering  into the total  income  of 
the  farmer  and  his  family,  e.g.  earnings  from  work  unrelated to agriculture, 
pensions,  investment  income  and  other off-farm income,  lie outside the  scope 
of the  FADN. 
These  concepts  are  also different from that of "income  available for  farm 
household  consumption"  where  interest on  net worth,  taxes  and  social security 
costs would  have  to be  deducted  from  family  farm  income. 
3 Summary  of results  by  Member  State. 
The  FADN  can,  through  its 38  800  farm  accounts,  claim to give  a  good  picture 
of  some  3 million commercial  farms.  The  FADN  results set out  in this booklet 
do  not  relate to subsistence  farming  and  only to a  very  small degree  to 
part-time farming. 
Farm  incomes  are  highest  in  the Netherlands,  Denmark,  Belgium  and  the United 
Kingdom.  France  and  Luxembourg  follow with  an  income  slightly above  the 
Community  average,  while  Germany  and  Ireland almost  coincide with it.  The 
lowest  incomes  are  in Italy and  Greece. 
Among  the  factors  causing  these substantial differences  between  Member  States 
is depreciation.  It is particularly high  in Germany,  causing the  incomes  of 
German  farmers  to be  lower  than those of their counterparts  enjoying the  same 
technical  and  economic  advantages. 
There  is at all events  a  1  to 5.8 ratio between  the "average"  farmer  with the 
lowest  income  (in Greece)  and  the  highest  income  (in the Netherlands).  The 
Dutch  farmer  is  2.45  times  above  the Community  average. 
Average  income  of full-time  farmers  in the  10  !~ember States 
100  = Community  average  farm  income  (1) 
:EUR  10:Deutsch-:France:Italia:Neder-:Belgique:Luxem-:United  :Ireland:Dan-:Ellas: 
land'  land  :/Belgie  bourg:Kingdom~  :mark: 
100  101  119  68  246  191  139  169  104  204:  42 
(1)  FNVA/AWU  {farm net value  added  per  annual work  unit) 
Source  :  FADN  - averages  for  the  1982/83  and  1983/84  accounting years  (current 
year weighting). 
4 Farm  incomes  in the Community  at regional  level 
Farm  incomes  viewed  from  a  regional  angle  show  the diversity of the Community 
production  apparatus,  which  is like a  mosaic  with  its components  reacting to 
the differing conditions  of their natural  and  socio-economic  environment. 
The  regional variations  are  to  be  attributed to a  whole  series of "natural" 
factors,  i.e.  soil,  climate,  less-favoured  and  hilly region,  and  "historic" 
and  structural factors,  such  as  farm  size and  type  of  farming,  and  also  to 
market  conditions  resulting more  or less directly from  price decisions.  But 
connected with  these  agro-economic  factors  are other factors  not directly 
related  to  agriculture,  such  as  market  outlets,  the existence of  technical  and 
economic  advisory services,  training facilities,  the  lack of alternative 
employment,  etc., all of which  are  factors  affecting the  economic  performance 
of agricultural holdings. 
The  map  show  that the  10  FADN  regions  in which  farm  incomes  are  the highest 
are 
Ile de  France,  Champagne-Ardenne,  Picardie,  Centre,  Bourgogne 
the Netherlands 
Belgium 
England  North  Region  and  England  East Region 
Denmark. 
The  10  FADN  regions  with the lowest  farm  incomes  are the  four  Greek  regions, 
Liguria,  Abruzzo,  Kolise,  Karche,  Campania  and  Basilicata.  The  average  farm 
income  for  these 10  regions  is  50  ~ below the Community  average. 
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Inter-regional disparities  in farm  inc~)mes 
100  = Conununity  average  Farm Net  Value  Added/AWU 
F  I  NL  B  L  UK  IRL  DK  GR 
(1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1) 
72  37  121  40 
to  to  245  191  139  to  104  204  to 
257  127  201  47 
State constitutes one  FADN  "region". 




FADN.  - average  of  1982/83  and  1983/84  accounting years  (current year 
weighting}. 
There  is  a  1  to  7 ratio between  the results for  the regions with  the  lowest 
incomes  (Holise  and  Abruzzo)  and  that with the  highest  (Champagne-Ardenne). 
6 S...  :FADlf average of '1982/83 and 198S/84 (  current weighting ) 
(1) Farm net value-added/ AWU 
DISPARITIES  Ill  AGRICULTURAL  IIICOME  (1) 
ACCORDiliG  TO  REGIOII  FOR  COMMERCIAL  FARM 
1982  - 1984 
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It is  a  well  known  fact  that certain agricultural products  are more  profitable 
than others. 
It should  be  pointed out that the  layout  that  is to  follow  is different  from 
that used  for  the  FADN  results  according  to the Community  typology  which  the 
reader will find  in the tables  in sections 3.2  and  3.3. 
Everyone  knows,  however,  that one  of the essential features  of the  common 
agricultural policy is  the organization of  the markets  in agricultural 
products  and  that farmers'  incomes  are  inevitably affected by  the  price 
decisions  for  each of  those  products. 
In the  following  pages it is stated that  a  farm belongs  to a  branch of 
production  (e.g.  milk)  if at least 50  ~ of the formation  potential of 
its turnover  is derived  from that branch  (in our example,  milk).  In the 
graph  there  are nine  such branches,  namely  : 
1.  Cereals  and  field crops  (involving  some  650  000  commercial  holdings 
represented  by  the  FADN) 
2.  Horticulture  (vegetables  and  flowers) 
3.  Topfruit  (fruit and  citrus fruit) 
4.  Wine 
5.  Milk 
6.  Beef/veal  and  sheepmeat 







8.  Mixed  agriculture  (crops  and  livestock)  (360.000) 
9.  Olive oil  (only  in Greece  and  Italy) 
8 The  lowest  incomes  in the Community  are  earned by  producers  of olive oil, 
fruit and  citrus fruit and  beef/veal  and  sheepmeat. 
The  incomes  of arable  farmers,  vine growers,  horticulturists  and 
arable-livestock farmers  coincide with  the Community  average;  the  incomes  of 
milk producers  - a  product of northern Europe  - are slightly above  the 
Community  average. 
Pig  and  poultry farmers  earn the highest  average  income  in the  Community. 
As  a  result of the relative weight  of each Member  State according  to the main 
groups  of products,  the average  farm  income  at Community  level conceals marked 
differences  between  the Member  States  (see graph). 
9 Farm  income  according  to  9  major  groups  of  products 
0 
Cereals  Horti- Fruit and  Wine  Milk  Beef/veal  Pigs  and  Mixed  Olive  All  types 
and  culture  citrus  and  sheep- poultry  agriculture:  oil  of 
field  : (vegetables, :  fruit  meat  (crops  and  farming 
crops  flowers)  livestock)  combined-
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  ( 5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9) 
D  1  125  100  100  125  95  80  110  95  101 
F  2  180  100  130  170  95  90  120  100  119 
IT  3  62  55  77  58  90  65  152  65  62  68  - : 
N  4  390  200  215  260  225  224  230  246 
B  5  320  170  220  170  175  150  210  191 
L  6  160  143  105  139 
U.K.  7  240  140  122  170  117  145  177  169 
IRL  8  160  115  75  100  104 
DK  9  210  155  155  190  110  273  220  204 
H  10  41  43  42  45  84  42  30  45  35  42 
:--------:------------:------------:------------:------~------:------------:------------:-------------:----------·--!---·-----·-·---:----·-----~-: 
EUR  10  105  105  70  105  115  80  150  95  52  100 
; ""  Community  average  FNVAIAWIJ  .LVV 
Source  :  FADN  average  for  1982183  and  1983/84  accounting  years  (current year weighting). 0 
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"  IQ 
Ul farm  income  (1)  according to six economic  siz·e  classes 
of holding 
10,0  =  average  Community  farm  income 
Size of 
holding  D  F  I  NL  8  L  UK  IRL  DK 
Minimum  (2)  (2)  30  (2)  (2)  (2)  (2)  (2)  (2) 
(1  - 2  ESU): 
Very  small  (2)  (2)  40  (2)  (2)  (2)  50  50  (2) 
(2  - 4  ESU):  (3) 
Small  40  55  60  (2)  90  (2)  75  80  80 
(4  - 8  ESU): 
Medium  80  100  100  140  140  130  115  135  140 
(8  - 16  ESU)·: 
Large  130  155  145  225  225  130  160  200  280 
:(16- 40  ESU): 
:  Very  large  170  225  210  330  340  195  230  300  320 
: (  ~  40  ESU) 
TOTAL  101  119  68  246  191  139  169  104  204 
GR  :EUR 
35  30 
45  45 
55  60 
70  100 
90  160 
(2)  240 
42  100 
Source  FADN  - average  for  1982183  and  1983/84  accounting years  (current year 
weighting). 
ESU  = European  size unit. 
(1)  Farm net value  added/AWU. 
(2)  Not  represented  in the  FADN  sample. 
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"' Structural differences  and  farm  ilncome 
Structural questions  are  another matter of concern for  those  responsible for 
the  common  agricultural policy. 
In order to have  a  good  chance  of earning  an  income  at least coinciding with 
the Community  average  (100  =  9  164  ECU  of  FNVA/AWU  in 1982/83  and  100 = 
9  415  ECU  of  FNVA/AWU  in 1983/84)  it is  necessary to have  an  average-sized 
holding  (8  to 16  ESU),  which  corresponds  in terms  of  1~ormal husbandry 
(excluding horticulture and  pigs  and  poultry)to more  IJr  less  20  hectares  under 
crops  or  20-25  dairy cows,  or to  200  fattening pigs.  There  are  1  300  000 
commercial  farms  which  fulfil these conditions,  i.e.  just under  50~ of the 
commercial  farms  represented by  the  FADN. 
By  using  the  economic  size of holdings,  measured  by  means  of  a  purely 
economic  criterion,  the  standard gross margin,  it is possible to classify 
all holdings  according  to a  single unit of measurement,  whatever  the 
product.  A holding  has  an  economic  size of 1  ESU  if its total standard 
gross margin  amounts  to  1  000  ECU. 
FADN  results by  size class  are  also given  in  section 3.3. 
As  shown  in the  following  table,  the ratio between  the  incomes  of the  economic 
size groups  may,  at Community  level,  be  as marked  as  1  to 8.  There  is  as  much 
as  a  1  to 12  ratio between  the extremes  obtained by  combining  the  "country" 
effect and  the  "economic  size" effect.  The  table therefore  illustrates how 
the structural differences  between  commercial  farms  in the  Community  affect 
farm  income. 
14 Inputs  used  and  profitability of  farms 
Profitability and  increased productivity often went  together  in  the past.  The 
rise in productivity was  accompanied  by  an  increase  in  inputs,  i.e. 
intermediate consumption  and  working  capital. 
The  mechanization  and  equipment  of  farms  form  part of these  factors  of 
agricultural progress,  and  large credits were  allocated for  the modernization 
of farm buildings  of  the  purchase  of  farm machinery. 
Efforts  to modernize  varied from  one  Member  State to another,  as  shown  in the 
table  below taken  from  the  1984  Eurostat  yearbook  of  Agricultural Statistics. 
Degree  of  equipment  in 1980-81-82 
Tractors  per  1000  ha  Combine 
harvesters  per 
Arable  1000  ha  urtder 
Total  UAA  land  cereals 
(1)  (2)  (1) 
Deutschland  120  200  33  (4) 
France  47  85  15 
Italia  60  113  13 
Nederland  85  210  25  (4) 
Belgique  73  140  22 
Luxembourg  68  155  47 
U.K.  27  68  15 
Ireland  25  123  12 
Danmark  65  72  21 
El1as  21  (3)  32  4  (3) 
(1)  Source  :  1984  Eurostat Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics. 
(2)  Author's  calculations. 
(3)  1977. 






85  (4) 
52 




19  (3) 
15  (4) 
59  (4) 
The  economic  results  also varied  from  one  Kember  State to  another.  On  the 
basis,  in this case,  of  FADN  ~ata, let us  attempt  to establish the  link 
between  farm  incomes,  expenditure on  intermediate  consumption,  working  capital 
and  the degree  of equipment. 
15 Indice  des 
Inter.  cons./ 
AWU 
(1) 
D  180 
F  108 
IT  42 
N  300 
B  165 
L  150 
UK  204 
IRL  80 
DK  300 
H  18 
Inputs  used  and  level of profitability by  Member  State 
Average  indices  for  the  1982/83  and  1983/84  accounting  years 
moyens  de  production 
w~rking capital/AWU  Index of  Inputs 
of which  total gross  Index of 
Total  comb.  harv. 
...  output per  FNVA/AWU 
and milking  AWU  Inter.  cons. 
(1)  mach.  (1)  (1)  (1) 
165  200  152  101  250 
128  115  115  119  127 
17  63  52  68  75 
215  222  270  246  170 
116  103  167  191  120 
183  210  145  139  154 
123(*)  90(*)  188  169  169 
85  56  88  104  107 
335  499  256  204  207 
28  18  27  42  60 
used  per  100  ECU  of  FNVA 
Total working  Comb.  harv. 
capital  and milking 
machines 
800  470 
524  225 
530  205 
424  213 
295  126 
654  375 
230(*)  125(*) 
441  140 
804  580 
324  100 
:------:---------------:--------------:--------------:---------------:---------------:---------------:---------------:---------------: 
:EUR-10:  100  100  100  100  100 
Source  FADN- average  for  1982/83  and  1983/84  accounting  years  (current year weighting). 
(*)  Not  available  in all the  accounts. 
(1)  100  =Community  average .. 
140  505  235 The  degree  of  farm  equipment  is highest  in the Netherlands,  Germany  and 
Luxembourg.  In  terms  of profitability,  however,  intensive use  of machinery 
and  equipment  does  not  necessarily guarantee  a  good  income.  A closer  look at 
the  Dutch,  British  and  German  ••model"  may  throw  some  light on  this point. 
In the  United  Kingdom  the large size of  farms  {on  average  about  120  ha)  allows 
the  rational use  of  technically sophisticated machinery.  The  economic  weight 
of  such machinery  in  the  farm•s  balance-sheet is less,  in relative terms,  than 
in Germany  and  the  Netherlands  and  economic  equilibrium and  investment 
profitability are  guaranteed  in this  case.  In  the Netherlands,  with  a  view to 
compensating  for  the  scarcity of  land,  farming  has  become  more  intensive 
through  investment  and  increased  intermediate  consumption,  which  have  been 
made  profitable as  a  result of production  being orientated towards  products 
with  a  high  value  added.  Conversely,  the  German  model  shows  that a  large 
number  of machines  does  not  necessarily  increase  the profitability of farms 
over-equipment  is expensive. 
Another  sign which  is  considered good  is the  incorporation  of  a  large  volume 
of  inputs.  The  increase  in  intermediate  consumption,  together with 
investment,  is regarded  as  a  tangible  sign that the  apparatus  of agricultural 
production  is  improving.  But  the  simple  reasoning  behind  the  good  old 
marginalistic  theory  should  be  borne  in mind  :  there  is profit if and  only if 
the last ECU  spent  produces  at least 1  ECU;  if it produces  less,  the  farmer 
sustains  a  loss. 
Some  regions  such  as  the Italian and  Greek regions  have  "apparent reserves••  of 
productivity.  The  profitability rates  of the  resources  employed  are  positive 
(with 100  ECU  of  intermediate  consumption  in Italy a  farm net value  added  of 
133  ECU  is  obtained)  but  the productivity of  labour is weak  and  farm  incomes 
on  the whole  are relatively low.  Efforts  to  increase productivity are  hampered 
by  the difflculty of  being  able  to set aside  sufficient savings  for  investment 
purposes  and  by  the unsatisfactory ratio between  the resources  employed  and 
the utilized agricultural area of farms.  An  increase  in agricultural 
productivity and  the profitability of  farms  cannot  take  place unless 
agriculture is restructured. 
17 3.  Aggregated results 
3 .1.  Reminder  as  to  the method  us1ed 
Farm  Accountancy Data  Network 
In  the  1983/84  accounting  year  the  FADN  collected farm  a.ccounts  from  over 
38  800  agricultural holdings  selected  from  a  population of  about  2  710  000 
commercial  farms.  The  farms  in question market  a  large part of their 
production  and  have  a  minimum  economic  potential.  tresbolds  are defined  in 
terms  of  European  Size Units  (ESU)  {see  below)  and  vary  from  one  Member  State 
to another  : 
holdings  of  6  ESU  or over  for  Nederland,  Belgique/BelgH!  and  Luxembourg; 
holdings  of  4  ESU  or  over  for  Deutschland,  France,  United  Kingdom  and 
Danmark; 
holdings  of  2  ESU  or  over  for  Ireland  and  Northern  Ireland; 
holdings  of  1  ESU  or over  for  Italia and  Ellas. 
The  ESU  tresholds  are  based  on  the  1972-74  Standard  Gros~s Margins. 
The  accounting  year  starts between  1  January  and  1  July,,  the  exact  date 
varying  from  one  Member  State to another.  the results  for  1983-1984,  for 
example,  relate to  a  12 month  period beginning  between  1  January  a.nd  1  July 
1983. 
~eighting system 
All  FADN  results  are weighted  averages.  the population used  is either the 
observed  population or  an  extrapolated one  for  the  year  corresponding to the 
accounting  year.  The  weighting  procedure  previously  US4:!d  the  197S,  Community 
Farm  Structure Survey.  this  change  in statistical base first became 
operational for  the  publication of the  FADN  results  in  the  1985  Re~port on  the 
Agricultural Situation  in  the  Community.  This  means  that  the  results  for 
1982/83 differ  from  those  published  in the  previous  book.let  and  are  not 
comparable  with  previous  years, ·results  already publ  i sh1ed. 
18 Number  of  holdings  represented 
The  holdings  used  in  the  Network  are  selected  in  each  region according  to the 
criteria "type of  farming"  and  "economic  size class". 
The  number  of holdings  represented  is the  sum  of all holdings  in all cells  in 
the field of  survey considered.  Some  cells may  have  no  holdings  sampled, 
either because  very high  selection rates  would  be  necessary or because  there 
are  technical difficulties  in selecting holdings. 
Type  of farming 
In the  tables  in section 3.2  and  3.3 the  farm population  is divided  into 
9  types  of  farming  groups.  These  are  aggregations  of the original 17 










(A)  =  Cereals  =  TF  11 
(B)  General  cropping  TF  12  +  61  +  62 
(C)  =  Horticulture  =  TF  21 
(D)  =  Vineyards  =  TF  31 
(E)  Fruit  TF  32 
(F)  =  Dairying  =  TF  41 
(G)  Grazing  livestock  =  TF  42  +  43  +  44 
(H)  =  Pigs  and  poultry  TF  51  +  52 
(I)  =  Mixed  (crops  +  livestock)  =  TF  71  +  72  +  81  +  82. 
Reminder  of  the Community  typology 
Classification of agricultural holdings  by  type  of  farming. 
Cereals 
Other field crops 
Horticulture 
Vineyards 
Fruit & other permanent  crops 
Cattle;  dairying 
Cattle,  rearing/fattening 
Cattle,  mixed 






Other pigs  and  poultry 
Horticulture  and  permanent 
crops 





Partially dominant  grazing 
livestock 
Other mixed  livestock 
Field crops  and  grazing livestock 
Other crops  - livestock Economic  size of  farm 
The  economic  size of  farms,  measured  by means  of  an  economic  criterion,  the 
Standard Gross  Margin,  enables  all holdings  to  be  classified according to  a 
single unit,  irrespective of  the  type  of production. 
A holding  is  said to have  an  economic  size of  1  ESU  if its total standard 
gross margin  equals  1  000  ECU  of  1972/74  standard  gross  tnargin. 
For  ease  of understanding  a  simple description  is  used for  the  following 




EUR  9 








Very  small  >  2 
Small  >  4 
Medium  >  8 
Large  >  16 
Very  large 
!bbreviations 
Type  of  farming 
European  currency unit 
- <  2  l~SU 
- <  4  I~SU 
- <  8  8SU 
- <  16  8SU 
- <  40  I~SU 
>  40  I~SU 
European  size unit  (=  1000  ECU  of 1972/74  SGM) 
Member  States of the Community,  excluding  Greece 
Member  States of the Community  includin1~ Greece  {as  from 
1981/82) 
Farm  Accountancy  Data  Network 
Annual  work  unit 
Utilized agricultural area 
Standard gross  margin 
Livestock unit 
Group  with  less  than  ten returning holdings 
Farm  net value  added. 
20 List of tables with  FADN  results 
Section 3.2.  :  Aggregated results 
EUR  9-10  1979/80 to 1983/84 results 
Germany  1979/80  to 1983/84 results 
France  1979/80 to 1983/84 results 
Italy  1979/80 to 1983/84  results 
Netherlands  1979/80 to 1983/84 results 
Belgium  1979/80 to 1983/84  results 
Luxembourg  1979/80  to 1983/84 results 
United  Kingdom  1979/80 to 1983/84  results 
Ireland  1979/80  to 1983/84 results 
Denmark  1979/80 to 1983/84  results 
Greece  1982/83  and  1983/84 results 
1982/83  and  1983/84  FADN  results  by  FADN  division. 
Section 3.3.  Detailed 1982/83  and  1983/84  results 
- According  to 9  types  of  farming  groups 
According  to 6  economic  size classes 
- According  to 10 classes  of  farm  area 
[the holdings  belonging  to farming  types  Horticulture  (TF  21)  and  pigs  and 
poultry  (TF  51  and  52)  are not  included] 
-According to 10  income  classes  (FNVA/AWU). 
21 3  ·. 2.  Aggregated.;,.('esul ts 
J:ntroduction 
When  interpreting the  FADN  results  shown  in  the  following  tables,  th4~Se  points 
should be  borne  in mind  : 
1.  The  holdings  observed are not  chosen  at random  and  do  not  therefore,  from  a 
statistical point of  view,  represent perfectly the  total population 
considered. 
Sampling  holdings  on  a  purely random  basis  has  so  far  proved to  b4~ 
unfeasible. 
2.  The  figures  given  are  averages.  There  are  big differences  between  the 
individual results of holdings,  even  for  those with  the  same  area  in  one 
and  the  same  region. 
3.  The  average  area of the  holdings  observed by  the  FADN  is  larger than  the 
average  area of all commercial  farms. 
4.  In order  to make  aggregation  possible at Community  level  and  establish 
comparisons  between Member  States,  the  results  are  calculated  in  l~CU at 
current prices  and  exchange  rates. 
5.  Products  and  costs  are  expressed exclusive of VAT. 
For better understanding of the  figures,  detailed explanations  are  given  in 
the Annex. 
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DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
EUR9-EUR10 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  rep resented  2620900  2642557  2846043  2812219  2715580  2727460  2791281 
Samp I  e  farms  27142  28632  32530  35508  38807  32524  35615 
Exchange  rate 
Economic  size  - ESU  12.03  12.17  11.89  12.38  12.80  12.25  12.35 
Labour  input  - AWU  1. 72  1. 79  1.80  1.82  1.81  1. 79  1. 81 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1.48  1.54  1.56  1.59  1. 56  1.55  1.57 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  25.84  26.67  25.19  26.40  26.23  26.06  25.94 
Total  I ivestock units  26.98  26.94  25.46  26.03  27.20  26.50  26.22 
Tota I  output  31942  35376  38393  43351  46807  39267  42787 
Crops  +  crop  products  13218  15457  16865  19206  20992  17196  18990 
livestock+  lvstk prods  18100  19111  20710  23302  24872  21262  22930 
other output  624  808  818  843  943  809  867 
farm  use  1713  2341  2272  2485  2806  2328  2517 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  23463  27303  29039  31981  35551  29534  32139 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  11595  13391  14229  15725  17880  14596  15915 
- crop-specific  inputs  3836  4469  4931  5493  6020  4964  5473 
- livestock specific  7758  8923  9298  10233  11860  9632  10442 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  4583  5348  5846  6521  7050  5886  6463 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation  3644  4087  4223  4670  5131  4358  4668 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr  0  0  6  9  11  5  8 
balance:  grants  - taxes  -27  189  300  276  272  205  283 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  12092  12738  14401  16719  17030  14637  16032 
Inputs  IV  3616  4504  4867  5181  5541  4755  5191 
-wages  paid  1581  1843  1946  2106  2365  1972  2135 
- rent  paid  861  980  1048  1166  1278  1069  1162 
- interest  pd  (less  sub)  1307  1738  1839  1868  18&5  1732  1864 
investment  grants+subs.  169  188  170  220  252  200  213 
Family  Farm  income  8400  8314  9715  11822  11757  10032  11085 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  7027  7128  8011  9164  9415  8183  8856 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  5657  5385  6216  7449  7517  6474  705IJ 
Fixed  assets  119177  128362  126219  136448  143903  130912  135389 
Current assets  19694  27167  27764  30992  33670  27939  30763 
Liabi I ities  20630  22702  22725  24889  27160  23647  24890 
Net  worth  1  17565  131734  130475  142343  150704  134713  141021 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  373  384  -25  -393  -798  -99  -399 27MAY86 
DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
DEUTSCHLAND 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  rep resented  374683  383938  367330  363678  340260  365978  357089 
Samp I  e  farms  3839  4046  3901  4673  4859  4264  4478 
Exchange  rate  2.505  2.546  2.443  2.311  2.254 
Economic  size  - ESU  15.92  15.87  16.96  17.43  18.32  16.86  17.55 
Labour  input  - AWU  1. 61  1.58  1. 63  1.69  1.75  1.65  1.69 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1.43  1.40  1.40  1.43  1.46  1.42  1.43 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha  26.52  26.33  25.74  26.26  27.06  26.37  26.33 
Total  I ivestock units  40.24  39.56  39.41  40.88  42.54  40.49  40.90 
Tota I  output  47357  46727  54314  62920  66236  55225  61022 
Crops  +  crop  products  13229  13569 /  17209  20050  21622  17016  19575 
livestock+  lvstk prods  32914  31637  35312  41013  42429  36506  39508 
other output  1214  1521  1793  1857  2186  1703  1939 
farm  use  4516  4400  4502  5100  5429  4775  5000 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  39409  40626  46801  52488  57588  47128  52158 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  20685  21128  23606  26127  28603  23918  26049 
- crop-specific  inputs  5516  5832  7245  7747  8108  6855  7690  - I ivestock specific  15169  15297  16361  18380  20494  17064  18359 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  8595  8857  10717  12102  13087  10608  11940 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation  6494  6517  7252  8437  9321  7563  8311 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants- taxes  417  285  -157  247  434  244  168 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  12000  10510  12582  16501  15659  13379  14890 
Inputs  IV  3636  4131  5230  5833  6592  5046  5867 
-wages paid  1160  1164  1731  1992  2488  1688  2060 
- rent  paid  1000  1090  1226  1425  1652  1270  1429 
- interest pd  (less  sub)  1476  1874  2271  2409  2443  2084  2372 
investment grants+subs.  21  12  6  11  6  11  8 
Family  Farm  Income  8386  6395  7355  10695  9087  8350  9039 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  741.J7  661.JO  7718  9766  8951.J  8073  8806 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  5879  I.J562  5273  71173  6236  5861.J  6326 
Fixed  assets  11.J751.J8  11.JI.JOI.J9  152933  165090  178861.J  157201.J  165297 
Current assets  29952  28742  31500  31.J599  38801  32578  31.J871 
Liabilities  35116  37252  I.J031.JO  I.J51.J48  5051.J9  I.J1536  I.J5317 
Net  worth  11.J2381.J  135539  11.JI.J135  151.J21.J2  167116  148255  151.J865 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  788  -876  -1077  -I.J93.  -2326  -769  -1275 27MAY86 
DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
FRANCE 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  rep resented  639695  636021  609115  610884  585175  616178  601725 
Samp I  e  farms  5327  5605  5877  5786  5607  5640  5757 
Exchange  rate  5.829  5.869  6.040  6.431  6. 771 
Economic  size  - ESU  14.94  15.55  16.08  16. 18  16.45  15.82  16.23 
Labour  input  - AWU  1. 77  1.78  1. 74  1. 72  1. 69  1. 74  1. 72 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 56  1. 56  1. 54  1. 53  1. 51  1. 54  1. 53 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha  34.01  34.50  35.98  36.61  36.61  35.51  36.40 
Tota I  1 i vestock units  27.77  28.46  29.65  29.95  30.20  29.18  29.93 
Tota I  output  34413  38629  42883  48234  49262  42519  46762 
Crops  +  crop  products  16661  18959  20564  23625  24125  20706  22754 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods  17007  18715  21249  23421  23869  20713  22834 
other output  746  955  1069  1188  1267  1040  1174 
farm  use  1421  1468  1574  1592  2255  1653  1801 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  2425Z  28171  32255  34613  37392  31194  34718 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  10511  11805  13646  14700  16311  13330  14867 
- crop-specific  inputs  4814  5701  6720  7161  8178  6478  7342 
- I ivestock  specific  5697  6104  6926  7539  8133  6852  7525 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  5221  6384  7470  8049  8608  7110  8035 
Inputs  111-deprec iat ion  4177  4819  5434  5815  6157  5259  5797 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
ba I ance:  grants  - taxes  -355  -252  259  32  -293  -124  3 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  14148  15369  16593  19702  17893  16696  18067 
Inputs  IV  4342  5163  5705  6049  6318  5495  6020 
-wages  paid  1392  1710  1705  1741  1717  1650  1721 
- rent  paid  1484  1675  1907  2054  2174  1851  2043 
- interest  pd  ( I ess  sub)  1467  1777  2093  2255  2426  1993  2256 
investment  grants+subs.  301  240  265  285  362  290  303 
Family  Farm  Income  10107  10445  11153  13937  11942  11491  12351 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  7988  8617  9520  11426  10581  9595  10509 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  6409  6681  7249  9100  7890  7446  8083 
Fixed  as-sets  95!J82  107505  115322  120153  120511  1 1 1532  118639 
Current  assets  31265  34354  37038  39892  40085  36430  38991 
Liabilities  29857  33310  37329  38911  40464  35857  38881 
Net  worth  96890  108549  115030  121134  120132  112105  118749 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  1130  1354  1205  850  963  1104  1006 27MAY86 
DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/i986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
I  TALl A 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  represented  1031425  1056596  1027037  987245  931998  1006860  982093 
Sample  farms  10590  11602  11998  11844  13767  11960  12536 
Exchange  rate  11.385  11.892  12.632  13.238  13.499 
Ecanomic  size  - ESU  5.40  5.38  5.57  5.83  6.60  5.74  5.98 
Labour  input  - AWU  1. 75  1. 88  1.82  1.82  1. 83  1.82  1.82 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 60  1. 73  1.69  1. 70  1.68  1.68  1.69 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  10.56  10.91  10.95  11.53  12.04  11. 18  11.49 
Total  I i vestock units  6.45  6.16  6.47  6.80  8.07  6.76  7.09 
Total  output  14687  17191  18323  20976  26005  19283  21642 
Crops  +  crop  products  9045  11588  11761  13189  16205  12271  13645 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods  5489  5315  6295  7584  9576  6784  7765 
other output  154  288  267  203  224  228  232 
farm  use  596  2113  2068  2349  2837  1973  2405 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  7489  9999  10455  11837  15420  10942  12489 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  3467  5316  5641  6430  8372  5788  6769 
- crop-specific  inputs  1568  1807  1909  2222  2710  2027  2267  - I ivestock specific  1899  3509  3732  4208  5662  3760  4502 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  1357  1685  1900  2207  2620  1937  2231 
Inputs  11 !-depreciation  1509  1641  1627  1851  2594  1829  2008 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants- taxes  -96  223  197  138  163  125  167 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  8258  8771  9352  10626  12582  9854  10801 
Inputs  IV  1156  1356  1287  1349  1834  1388  1481 
-wages  paid  959  1010  935  1012  1374  1052  1100 
- rent  paid  197  208  236  256  321  242  269 
- interest  pd  (less  sub)  0  139  115  81  139  94  111 
investment grants+subs.  0  24  17  23  36  20  25 
Family  Farm  Income  7102  7439  8082  9300  10784  8485  9345 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  4727  4670  5151  5826  6892  5418  5928 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  4436  4310  4783  5461  6397  5045  5521 
Fixed  assets  78250  92571  94374  102233  114580  95974  103399 
current assets  4065  20074  21811  25911  31206  20354  26157 
Liabi I ities  2014  1650  1653  1629  2210  1825  1821 
Net  worth  80301  110995  114532  126515  143576  114503  127735 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  0  826  571  -680  -1386  -100  -467 27MAY86 
DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
NEDERLAND 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  rep resented  105053  102062  100165  98290  102028  101520  100161 
Samp I e  farms  1633  1606  1560  1530  1585  1583  1558 
Exchange  rate  2.761  2.779  2.727  2.569  2.537 
Economic  size  - ESU  30.02  32.53  33.40  34.17  35.03  33.00  34.21 
Labour  input  - AWU  1. 87  1.86  1. 83  1. 83  1. 85  1. 85  1. 84 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1.49  1.47  1.46  1. 45  1.44  1.46  1. 45 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  18.70  18.77  19.27  19.49  19.68  19.17  19.48 
Total  I ivestock units  55.00  57.92  58.51  59.76  63.90  58.99  60.75 
Total  output  83027  91017  106069  117878  128866  105143  117672 
Crops  +  crop  products  29676  34610  38164  40963  46688  37948  41974 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods  51962  55152  66540  75371  80469  65743  74158 
other output  1389  1255  1365  1543  1709  1451  1540 
farm  use  661  663  726  790  1062  780  861 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  64242  73949  81904  92346  100239  82356  91545 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  34804  38744  43092  49136  55277  44122  49207 
- crop-specific  inputs  8389  9533  10499  12401  12300  10598  11732 
- I ivestock  specific  26415  29211  32593  36736  42977  33524  37474 
Inputs  II  (ave rheads)  13294  14845  16436  18785  19946  16626  18397 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation  6674  7519  8265  9473  10002  8369  9250 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants  - taxes  -401  -269  54  -89  -207  -185  -81 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  27854  29640  38329  40394  43434  35840  110738 
Inputs  IV  7998  12965  14444  15085  15109  13070  14879 
-wages  paid  4074  421~2  41t58  11819  51tiJ8  4604  4912 
- rent  paid  1819  1875  2047  2251  2405  2077  2235 
- interest  pd  (less  sub)  4886  6992  8009  8148  7368  7056  7837 
investment  grants+subs.  225  184  154  188  151  181  164 
Family  Farm  Income  15539  16439  23690  25334  28037  21737  25704 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  14861  15950  20900  22060  23521  19406  22170 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  10960  11202  16227  171195  191195  15029  17751 
Fixed  assets  225243  216348  221049  2411n5  259507  2326119  240776 
Current assets  40730  43419  46139  52194  59198  48270  52554 
Liabi I ities  75309  87374  89078  98710  105015  90954  97640 
Net  worth  179471  165562  173111  188461  206980  182690  189632 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  4372  1869  -1280  -413  409  1030  -423 27MAY66 
ACCOUNTS  DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
BELGI (QU)E 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  rep resented  63516  63026  61568  67727  60573  63282  63289 
Samp I  e  farms  941  961  958  1021  1038  984  1006 
Exchange  rate  40.414  40.948  41.946  45.140  45.747 
Economic  size  - ESU  17.67  18.31  19.00  23.71  26.79  21.09  23.16 
Labour  input  - AWU  1. 60  1.60  1.59  1. 59  1. 60  1.60  1. 59 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 51  1.50  1. 50  1.48  1.49  1. 50  1. 49 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  20.59  21.08  21.46  20.77  21.99  21. 16  21.38 
Total  I ivestock units  44.28  45.38  47.56  46.76  50.87  46.93  48.33 
Total  output  47708  49579  59773  60705  71032  57675  63697 
Crops  +  crop  products  14875  16732  18977  19628  24443  18892  20953 
I ivestock +  lvstk prods  32436  32426  40140  40489  45747  38205  42053 
other output  397  421  656  587  841  578  691 
farm  use  2245  2369  2521  2429  2705  2451  2547 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  32852  35836  39753  37830  47737  38705  41615 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  19532  21279  24748  23824  31242  24056  26490 
- crop-specific  inputs  4422  5137  5642  5707  7225  5613  6170  - I ivestock  specific  15110  16142  19107  18117  24017  18442  20320 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  5430  6005  6707  6189  7169  6289  6670 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation  3804  3954  4269  3981  4762  4146  4323 
adjustment:  costs ajc yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants- taxes  1225  2129  1279  1199  1091  1384  1190 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  20166  20469  25328  27910  28950  24570  27404 
Inputs  IV  4086  4598  4029  3836  4564  4215  4i3i 
-wages paid  602  747  718  769  961  758  813  - rent  paid  1512  1631  1671  1540  1710  1611  1637 
- interest  pd  (less  sub)  1972  2219  1640  1527  1894  1847  1681 
investment  grants+subs.  31  33  48  108  313  105  154 
Family  Farm  Income  16111  15904  21346  24181  24698  20460  23427 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  12635  12814  15905  17551  18099  15405  17192 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  10668  10609  14232  16298  16627  13696  15733 
Fixed  assets  95418  97965  101429  94482  103588  98459  99640 
current assets  20342  20585  23752  24391  26195  23041  24759 
Liabi 1 ities  21770  23732  25160  22247  25917  23717  24362 
Net  worth  93989  94818  100021  96627  103866  97783  100037 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  190  -775  -1420  -413  -672  -610  -822 27MAY86 
DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
LUXEMBOURG 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  represented  2201  2408  2461  2590  2680  2468  2577 
Samp I e  t'a rms  113  120  146  320  327  205  264 
Exchange  rate  40.414  40.948  41.946  45.140  45.747 
Economic  size  - ESU  21.41  21.10  20.87  21.47  20.95  21. 16  21. 10 
Labour  input  - AWU  1. 74  1. 74  1. 78  1. 80  1. 73  1. 76  1. 77 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 71  1. 68  1.73  1. 70  1. 59  1. 68  1. 67 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha  43.93  41.69  42.06  42.79  43.69  42.83  42.87 
Total  I ivestock units  68.94  64.73  62.90  64.99  64.39  65.10  64.12 
Tota I  output  55326  54637  57582  64569  61916  59013  61425 
Crops  +  crop  products  8883  11269  12394  15286  12807  12245  13506 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods  43863  40600  43283  47604  47156  44611  46073 
other output  2579  2768  1906  1678  1953  2157  1846 
t'a rm  use  4594  4050  4804  4839  4737  4612  4792 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  39440  38627  41292  44071  47139  42295  44250 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  23634  24212  23849  23445  25883  24238  24419 
- crop-specif'ic  inputs  5211  6339  6174  6134  6228  6038  6179 
- I ivestock  specit'ic  18423  17874  17675  17310  19655  18201  18239 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  7197  7985  8634  8983  9798  8577  9154 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation  6598  6930  7296  8045  8406  7498  7932 
adjustment:  costs a;c yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants  - taxes  741  1521  1467  1775  1745  1473  1666 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  18637  17031  19269  25872  19575  20172  21587 
Inputs  IV  2011  -501  1512  3597  3053  1981  2745 
-wages  paid  385  444  345  677  869  555  638 
- rent  paid  1735  1712  1787  1835  1858  1789  1828 
- interest  pd  (less  sub)  -108  -2657  -620  1088  326  -362  280 
investment  grants+subs.  1030  4  2  62  41  207  36 
Family  Farm  Income  17656  17536  17759  22347  16563  18400  18881 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  10723  9794  10817  14412  11307  11462  12191 
Fam i I  y  Farm  Income/  FWU  10324  10410  10294  13152  10387  10942  11284 
Fixed  assets  161643  162034  168251  163709  171697  165654  167924 
Current assets  35066  33453  36566  41075  37513  36843  38405 
Liabilities  25486  25641  34902  39870  384117  33228  37795 
Net  worth  171223  169846  169914  164915  170763  169269  168534 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  3004  2404  8688  3437  4699  4480  5546 27MAY86 
DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS•MARGINS 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  represented  '128762  137624  144809  143892  139495  138916  142732 
Samp I e  farms  1744  1754  2213  2683  2735  2226  2544 
Exchange  rate  0.639  0.582  0.558  0.569  0.581 
Economic  size  - ESU  25.69  24.69  27.69  29.58  27.88  27.16  28.39 
Labour  input  - AWU  2.81  2.70  2.81  2.83  2.80  2.79  2.81 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 36  1. 37  1.36  1. 37  1. 36  1. 36  1. 36 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  110.88  113.95  117.42  129.64  118.23  118.21  121.79 
Total  I ivestock  units  91.64  89.63  93.70  93.54  96.42  93.03  94.53 
Total  output  75914  89121  117857  127060  134600  109657  126404 
Crops  +  crop  products  29877  32503  46352  51724  56902  113785  51594 
I ivestock +  lvstk prods  44159  54435  69008  72812  74972  63500  72229 
other· output  1877  2183  2497  2524  2726  2371  2581 
farm  use  3589  3616  4352  4405  4272  4060  4344 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  67349  81224  103002  109952  116061  96140  109592 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  32490  37674  48353  52113  57068  45826  52456 
- crop-specific  inputs  11289  13117  17216  19251  19627  16211  18686  - I ivestock  specific  21202  24557  31137  32862  37441  29615  33770 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  11344  13958  17844  19468  20001  16638  19092 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation  9999  12544  14961  14897  14414  13451  14781 
adjustment:  costs ate yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants  - taxes  1012  1721  2115  1839  2430  1839  2125 
Farm  Net  V~t.lue  Added  23093  26666  38813  42421  4548/  35580  42200 
Inputs  IV  14198  17475  24080  25627  25386  21522  25025 
-wages paid  8708  103311  13413  14409  14933  12442  14243 
- rent  paid  21184  3254  4001  4329  4566  3753  4295 
- interest  pd  (less  sub)  3456  4864  5951  5999  5593  5211  5850 
investment grants+subs.  14113  1760  1787  2313  2606  1991  2230 
Family  Farm  lncomP.  91)1•5  Q1fj~  1fQAO  "lf\l.t':\0.  '>"'?f-it;  1  <;n!•1  .....(",'l"" 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  8220  9869  13795  15011  16271  12733  15010 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  6628  6660  12462  14925  17172  11687  14824 
Fixed  assets  321400  334639  398679  418545  4113469  384775  11199116 
Current assets  43087  45946  60342  65078  66403  56489  63908 
Liabi I ities  27968  34767  47531  53436  61115  45327  53941 
Net worth  331875  329890  399482  430484  459317  391600  429393 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  -2285  -1942  -20~3  -560  -287  -1408  -973 27MAY86 
DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FAON  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
IRELAND 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  rep resented  162068  167395  110651  110669  128493  135855  116604 
Samp I  e  farms  1013  1080  1121  1197  1272  1137  1197 
Exchange  rate  0.669  0.676  0.691  0.690  0.715 
Economic  size - ESU  7.25  5.35  7.39  7.64  7.01  6.82  7.33 
Labour  input  - AWU  1. 20  1. 21  1. 35  1. 38  1. 35  1.29  1. 36 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1.12  1. 15  1. 25  1. 27  1.25  1. 20  1.25 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  28.15  30.47  37.74  37.60  35.96  33.30  37.04 
Tota I  I ivestock units  37.44  33. 15  43.26  44.16  40.45  38.99  42.51 
Tota I  output  13800  155"16  26614  30196  29216  21912  28703 
Crops  +  crop products  2315  2125  4124  4806  5170  3509  4724 
livestock+  lvstk prods  11371  13033  21901  24851  23492  17985  23419 
other output  115  418  589  539  554  419  560 
farm  use  475  471  726  895  682  622  763 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  9135  10861  17481  20625  19573  14766  19244 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  5219  5750  9098  10282  9813  7675  9735 
- crop-specific  inputs  1766  2069  3469  4063  3923  2900  3824  - livestock specific  3453  3681  5629  6219  5890  4775  5912 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  1674  2164  3553  4137  4086  2958  3933 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation  1184  1472  2127  2998  2911  2031  2691 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants  - taxes  -18  79  145  513  714  257  470 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  5704  6268  11981  13292  13120  9505  12814 
Inputs  IV  1058  1475  2703  3207  2764  2102  2885 
-wages  paid  314  356  604  736  746  522  698 
- rent  paid  303  324  504  530  547  424  528  - interest  pd  (less  sub)  440  796  1596  1942  1471  1156  1659 
investment  grants+subs.  132  250  172  477  250  246  297 
Family  Farm  Income  4779  5044  9449  10562  10613  7651  10229 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  4756  5160.  8856  9647  9712  7258  9420 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  4250  4402  7557  8339  8521  6300  8159 
Fixed  assets  176675  177573  206611  207063  180104  187372  197017 
Current assets  12722  14085  23123  25185  24153  18945  24154 
Liabi I ities  3258  4995  8796  8915  7882  6385  8498 
Net  worth  186139  186663  220939  223333  196374  199933  212673 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  -1393  -1581  -2325  -3213  -3121  -2214  -2898 27MAY86 
OG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
DANMARK 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  79  80  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  rep resented  113497  93487  85049  84400  82012  91689  83820 
Sample  farms  1942  1858  1752  2194  2152  1980  2033 
Exchange  rate  7.579  7.901  7.984  8. 153  8.182 
Economic  size  - ESU  14.37  17.91  19.27  19. 17  19.61  17.82  19.35 
Labour  input  - AWU  1.00  1. 35  1.37  1. 29  1 . 31  1. 25  1. 32 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  0.82  1.03  1.04  0.94  0.94  0.95  0.97 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  25.75  29.71  31.81  31.71  32.69  30.02  32.07 
Total  I ivestock  units  40.53  49.00  52.77  50.45  52.19  48.44  51.80 
Total  output  43383  57686  73590  79473  85074  66006  79310 
Crops  +  crop  products  12299  20221  24368  28476  28088  21956  26960 
I i vestock  +  I vstk prods  30146  36297  47803  49527  55103  42708  50763 
other output  938  1168  1418  1469  1884  1341  1587 
farm  use  4510  5650  6619  6804  6921  5988  6780 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  38897  55340  65960  68928  77764  59752  70806 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  20800  28338  34571  36865  42326  31700  37870 
- crop-specific  inputs  3337  6102  7665  8887  10066  6929  8858  - livestock specific  17463  22236  26906  27978  32261  24771  29012 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  4954  7426  9143  10097  11767  8401  10319 
Inputs  I I I -depreciation  3985  5283  5939  6650  7398  5713  6653 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants  - taxes  -586  -498  155  -318  -64  -288  -75 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  13058  16141  24092  25543  23519  19904  24392 
Inputs  IV  9158  14292  16307  15316  16272  13938  15963 
- wages  paid  1669  3261  3558  3987  4655  3305  4060  - rent  paid  611  908  1097  1333  1626  1076  1348  - interest  pd  (less  sub)  6878  10123  11653  9996  9991  9556  10555 
investment  grants+subs.  59  104  75  64  69  74  69 
Family  Farm  Income  3959  1953  7860  10291  7316  6040  8498 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  13123  11945  17603  19870  17984  15825  18488 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  4850  1991  7718  10958  7740  6440  8813 
Fixed  assets  133774  142141  107724  185821  188445  150010  160263 
Current assets  25930  34288  41933  43848  48986  38026  44876 
Liabilities  55121  71283  72453  84539  97164  74569  84569 
Net  worth  104584  105146  77203  145131  140268  113467  120570 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  0  0  0  -399  30  -68  -124 27MAY86 
DG  VI-A-3  RICA/FADN  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  IN  ECU  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ELLAS 
ALL  FARMS 
YEARS  81  82  83  79-83  81-83 
Farms  represented  337858  342844  342866  341189 
Samp 1  e  farms  3004  4260  5465  4243 
Exchange  rate  61.624  65.342  78.088 
Economic  size  - ESU  3. 14  3.15  3. 18  3. 16  3. 16 
Labour  input  - AWU  1. 87  2.05  1. 94  1. 95  1.95 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 77  1. 93  1. 83  1. 85  1.85 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha  5.42  5.93  6.21  5.85  5.85 
Tota I  I ivestock units  4.41  4.42  4. 36  4.40  4.40 
Tota I  output  10843  13586  12788  12413  12413 
Crops  +  crop  products  8321  10193  9463  9330  9330 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods  2475  3321  3237  3014  3014 
other output  46  73  88  69  69 
farm  use  644  817  800  754  754 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  5500  6836  6902  6417  6417 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  2579  3328  3442  3119  3119 
- crop-specific  inputs  1112  1370  1463  1316  1316  - I ivestock  specific  1467  1959  1979  1803  1803 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  1083  1286  1273  1214  1214 
Inputs  I 1 !-depreciation  1062  1246  1197  1169  1169 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr  51  70  86  69  69 
balance:  grants  - taxes  374  460  397  411  411 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  6545  8256  7360  7391  7391 
Inputs  IV  777  976  990  915  915 
-wages  paid  294  339  330  321  321 
- rent  paid  260  373  417  351  351 
- interest  pd  (less  sub)  223  264  242  243  243 
investment  grants+subs.  0  3  4  3  3 
F<>mi  1y  F11rm  l11ro111e  'j771  7'>M•  1)~71J  ')'•PO  6'11'(' 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  3501  4031  3793  3777  3777 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  3254  3766  31184  3503  3503 
Fixed  assets  51268  58267  55245  54945  . 54945 
Current  assets  4284  5488  4611  4797  4797 
Liabilities  2508  2808  2689  2670  2670 
Net  worth  530110  60962  57167  57076  57076 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  -732  -717  -645  -698  -698 07APR86 
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*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENl  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
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DG  VI -A-3 
ALL  VALUES  ·IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Exchange  rate 
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LEVEL  2  FADN  LASf  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
































































































































---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  {spec.  costs) 
- crop-sp~cific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 



































































------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------- adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
- wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  r•et  Va I ue  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
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ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FAIJN  I ASI  llFVISION  ?IJ/2/1986 
CURRENT  WE I  GilT I NG  MID  1972-11  STANDARD  GROSS  NAPG INS 
UNITED  KINGDOM+  HELLAS  REGIONS 
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ALL  FARMS 
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ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
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LEVEL  2  FADN  L~ST REVISION  ?4/?/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGIIliNG  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MI\RGI~S 
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DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Exchange  rate 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
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Fami  Jy  Farm  Income 























































LEVEL  2  FAON  LAS!  REVISION  211/2/1986 
ITALIA  REGIONS 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  SfANOARD  GROSS  MARGINS 































































































































































































































































--------------------------~----------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 













































































ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  fa rrns 
Exchange  rate 
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FADN  LAS I  REVISION  ?11/2/1986 




















































































Family  Farm  Income  8992  9937  21249  5681  11695  8980  5646  14601  7926 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncorne/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 
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ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
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ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVIS I  ON  211/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ITALIA  REGIONS  A.I.L  FARMS 























































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
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ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  2~/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-~ STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
FRANCE  REGIONS  ALL  FARMS 
PAYS  DE  BRETAGNE  POITOU  - AQUITAIN  MIDI  - LIMOUSIN  RHONE  - AUVERGNE  LAflGUED.  PROVENCE  CORSE 
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ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
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ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
FRANCE  REGIONS  ALL  FARMS 
PAYS  DE  BRETAGNE  POITOU  - AQUITAIN  MIDI  - LIMOUSIN  RHONE  - AUVERGNE  LANGUED.  PROVENCE  CORSE 


































































































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
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ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  lAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
FRANCE  REGIONS 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  FARMS 
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BASSE  - BOURGOGN  NORD-PAS  LORRAINE  ALSACE 
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ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
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ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
FRANCE  REGIONS  ALL  FARMS 
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ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
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ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
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LEVEL  2  rADN  LASf  REVISION  24/2/1986 
DEUTSCHLAND  REGIONS 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
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DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
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ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
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LEVEL  2  FADN  LASl  REVISION  24/2/1986 
DEUTSCHLAND  REGIONS 
CURRENT  WEIGHTiNG  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 











































































































RHEINLD.  BADEN  - BAYERN 











































































































































-9435 3.3.  Detailed 1982/83  and 1983/84 results 
Introduction 
When  interpreting the  FADN  results  shown  in the  following  tables,  these points 
should  be  borne  in mind  : 
1.  The  holdings  observed  are not  chosen  at random  and.  do  not  therefore,  from  a 
statistical point of view,  represent perfectly the total population 
considered. 
2.  The  figures  given  are  averages.  There  are big differences  between  the 
individual results  of  holdings. 
3.  The  average  area of the  holdings  observed  by  the  F'ADN  is  larger than  the 
average  area of all commercial  farms. 
4.  The  results  are  calculated in ECU  at current price1s  and  excange  rates. 
5.  Products  and  costs  are  expressed exclusive of VAT. 
The  definitions of  the variables  are  given  in the  Annex. 
48 3.3.1.  1982/83  and  1983/84  accountancy results 
Member  States  x  9  types  of  farming  groups 
(Type  of  farming) 
49 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3  EUR10 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestockunits 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISIO~ 24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WE I  GH f I NG  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
BY  TYPE  OF  FARM'I  NG  (GROUPS  A-I) 
(A)  (B)  (C)  (D)  (E)  (F)  (G)  (H)  (I) 
ALL  CEREALS  GENERAL  HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAI RYI llG  DRY STOCK  PIGS/  f41XED 
TYPES  CROPPING  TURE  PERM  CROPS  POUlTRY 
2812219  161660  700926  67975  160376  232918  520203  341171  38671{  588316 
35508  2174  7861  1357  1818  3258  6638  4318  501  7583 
12.4  14.6  9.9  41.1  9.9  6.5  111.7  9.7  26.8  13.0 
1.8  1.5  1.9  3. 1  1. 9  1. 8  1. 7  1.7  1. 7  1. 8 
1.6  1. 2  1. 7  1.7  1.11  1. 5  1.6  1.6  1 . II  1. 7 
26.4  44.9  19.2  5.4  9.3  6.6  28.7  55.9  11 . 7  26.6 
26.0  8.2  6. 7  0.9  0.4  0.5  1~8. 9  46.0  113.2  36.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  output  43351  50329  31963  87885  33469  18873  55810  33765  138683  50515 
Crops  +  crop  products  19206  42561  25523  811802  32140  1 7735  4855  4912  9291  16337 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods  23302  6174  5714  703  353  516  50237  28Hl8  128539  33283 
other output  8113  1594  727  2380  976  622  718  605  853  895 
farm  use  2485  1894  1507  299  67  110  2827  2782  4654  501~7 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------- Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  31981  37071  21866  721~111  18908  11384  111930  25107  119083  391110 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  15725  14728  9182  21544  11375  3246  22527  12570  91501  21991  - crop-spec i fie  inputs  5493  11289  5892  21142  4240  2963  4590  2998  2649  5392  - I ivestock  specific  10233  3439  3291  1102  135  283  1793"7  9573  88852  16599 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  6521  84116  4982  21606  4649  2565  8167  5040  11151  7258 
Inputs  I I 1-dep rec i at ion  4670  6267  36111  10683  4079  2287  5626  4052  7532  5224 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- adjustment:  costs a/c yr  9  21  13  0  19  7  0  15  2  3 
ba I a nee:  grants - taxes  276  -315  -6  -102  -153  352  270  1561  84  177 
farm  ,.,..+- Value  Added  16719  20593  1lf 192  33949  20233  11134  197'>9  13678  28585  16221  1110' ... 
Inputs  IV  5181  761r7  4120  18969  5805  3286  5810  3625  8731~  4681  - wages  paid  2106  2838  1804  13547  39811  2783  1 3 1 1  923  3076  11187  - rent  paid  1166  2277  1112  8111~  742  177  1496  1143  624  1225  - interest  pd  (less  sub)  1868*  2611*  1213*  4296*  1079*  327*  2923 10  1485*  5439*  2007* 
investment  grants+subs.  220  185  95  323  151  26  349  546  216  159 
Family  Farm  Income  11822*  12890*  10125*  15541*  14578*  7873*  14463*  10746*  19755 10  11619* 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  916LI  13683  7471  10920  10788  6073  116'n  8007  16391  8808 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  71149*  104611*  6002*  8907*  10221*  5337*  931 I*  6763*  111029*  6933* 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fixed  assets  1364118  199125  111162  138415  122099  95944  16!1599  136581  163848  1423011 
cur  rent  assets  30992  3661{5  21967  27564  36752  10752  311101  37069  63180  38639 
Liabilities  24889*  26818*  14576*  62323*  19131*  5481*  39364*  2203"7*  6289fJ 10  276961+ 
Net  worth  1423113*  201137*  117659*  107669*  139721*  100962*  159939*  152738*  161650*  152162* 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  -393*  -1217*  -704*  -895*  -268*  -906*  -64*  -80*  2695*  -65* 
...  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3  EUR10 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  2~/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FAR~11 NG  (GROUPS  A-1) 
Farms  rep resented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AHU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I !!-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AHU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FHU 
Fixed  assets 
Cu n·ent assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 





































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
(A)  (B) 






































































(C)  (D)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCK 
















































































































































































































































DG  Vl-A-3  DEUTSCHLAND 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LASf  REVISION  24/2/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WE I GilT I NG  AND  1972-11  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
(GROUPS  A-1) 
Farms  represented 
Samp 1  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Fanrr  Net  Vaiue 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  wor·th 





































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
(A)  (B) 





































































(C)  (D)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCK 
















































































































































































1 . 5 





































1 • IJ 
26.4 



























2. 311 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FAON  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
DEUTSCHLAND 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Tota I  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- 1 ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II -(overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
ba I ance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
i nvestiRent  g rants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/fWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 



































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  All  FARMS 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  19}2-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING  (GROUPS  A-1) 
(A)  (B)  (C)  (D)  (E)  (F)  (G) 














































































































































































































































(11)  (I) 








































































DG  VI-A-3  FRANCE 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LASI  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  SIANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING  (GROUPS  A-1) 
Farms  rep resented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util,  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Va! •Je  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Far·m  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Fam i I  y  Farm  Income/  FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 





































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
(A)  (B) 




































































(C)  (D)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCK 

















































































































































































































































6 .!J31 07APR86  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEl ..  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
DG  VI-A-3  FRANCE 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WE I  GH f  I NG  AND  1972-11  S TANDArW  GflOSS  NARG INS 
(GROUPS  A-I) 
Farms  rep resented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AHU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Tota I  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other' output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 





































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARNS 
(A)  (B) 






































































(C)  (D)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTIGUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCK 












































































































































































1 . 5 































































EXCHANGE  RATE  :  6. 771 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3  I  TAL IA 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  ?.IJ/2/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WEIGifliNG  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  f4ARGINS 
(GROUPS  A- I ) 
Farms  rep resented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - A\W 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  lll~depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Fa r·m  Net  Va I ue  Added/  AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 





































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
(A)  (B) 






































































(C)  (D)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTIIER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCK 


















































































































































































































































EXCHANGE  RATE  :  1323.780 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3  I  TALl A 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  211/2/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WE I  GHT I  NG  AND  1972-11  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
(GROUPS  A-I) 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I i vestock +  I vstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
- wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 





































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
(A)  (B) 






































































(C)  (D)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OfHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCK 




















































































































































































































































EXCHANGE  RATE  :  13119.920 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ACCOUN fS  RESULTS  1983/ll 
NEDERLAND 
LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  fYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
(GROUPS  A-I ) 
(B)  (C)  (E)  (F)  (G)  (H)  ( I ) 
ALL  CEREALS  GENERAL  HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSlOCK  PIGS/  MIXED 
TYPES  CROPPING  TIJRE  PERM  CROPS  POULTRY 
Farms  rep resented  102028  13716  15554  4376  47535  20113  9772  9032 
Samp I  e  farms  1585  272  400  102  522  24  143  122 
Economic  size  - ESU  35.0  31.9  47.5  31.6  32.9  36. 1  34.6  31.5 
Labour  input  - AWU  1.8  1.5  3.3  2.5  1. 6  1. 2  1.1J  1.5 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 4  1.2  1. 7  1. 5  1.5  1.2  1.3  1.il 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  19.7  38.6  4. 1  7.4  24.0  10.6  5.9  18. I 
Total  I i vestock units  63.9  8. 1  0.2  0.9  85.0  102.0  128.0  99.8 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  output 
Crops  + crop  products 
I ivestock +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 




























































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3  NEDERLAND 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
BY  TYPE  OF 
(A)  (B) 
LEVEL  2 
FARMING  (GROUPS 
(C) 
l/IST  REVISION  211/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHliNG  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
A-I) 
(E)  (F)  (G)  (ll)  (I) 
ALL 
TYPES 
CEREALS  GENERAL  HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCK  PIGS/  MIXED 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 















1 . 3 
38.0 
-,. 0 
TURE  PERf~  CROPS 
16357  3770 
383  103 
411,6  31.4 
3.2  2.5 
1. 7  1 . 5 
3.8  7.3 
0. 1  0.9 
POULTRY 
45296  ;:>Q1j1j  8391  9013 
506  22  127  123 
31.7  32,;:>  35.3  3 1 . 1 
1. 5  1 . 5  1 . II  1. 5 
1 . 11  1 . 11  1. 2  1.4 
23.6  17.0  5.6  18.3 
81. 7  93.7  120.5  96.8 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
1 i vestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  111-depr·eciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  ( I ess  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 




























*  I N  FORMAT I  ON  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARf~S 
99794 
85585 



























































































































































































DG  VI-A-3  BELGI (QU)E 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  I ivestock  units 
ACCOUNTS  HESIJLTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  fADtl  LAST  REVISION  2~/2/1986 
.  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDAHD  GROSS  MARGINS 
(GROUPS  A- I ) 
(B)  (C)  (E)  (F)  (G)  ( II)  ( I ) 
ALL  CEREALS  GENERAL  HORliCUL- VINEYARDS  OHlER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCK  PIGS/  111XED 
TYPES  CROPPING  TURE  PERM  CROPS  POIJUR'l' 
67727  8355  5860  2028  12078  130<'8  4881  21497 
1021  140  110  47  1911  111  59  360 
23.7  25.0  80.9  17.7  11~ .II  111.3  21.9  19.5 
1  0  6  1.6  1  0  9  2.4  1  0  4  1  0  5  1  0  3  1.6 
1.5  1  0  4  1.5  1  0  4  1 . I~  1  0  4  1.3  1.6 
20.8  33.8  1  0  II  6.7  20.5  26.9  6.0  22  0  1 
46.8  21.6  0.0  0.0  51.0  52.3  111  0  5  53.2 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Tota I  output  60705  73803  53171  53866  48565  113983  105569  6501l1 
Crops  +  c r·op  products  19628  53039  52710  52203  2018  4068  3177  17612 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods  40489  19040  0  0  46371  39698  102088  46872 
other output  587  1724  461  1663  177  217  3011  597 
farm  use  2429  2595  499  16  1.5211  31110  1309  31151 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  Inputs  1+11+111 +IV  37830  42088  2991~2  27062  28672  28292  78409  41054 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  23824  22470  9377  7648  174711  17279  67635  27402  - crop-specific  inputs  5707  12062  9377  '7648  3387  31511  1097  5953  - I ivestock specific  18117  10409  0  0  14087  14126  66538  2141t9 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  6189  8618  103111  5787  4682  4654  39?0  6443 
Inputs  I I 1-dep rec i at ion  3981  4464  5311  5211  3624  3328  4846  3713 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- adjustment:  costs ale :yr  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants - taxes  1199  913  230  675  1351  1831  1031  1194 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  27910  39163  28373  35893  211136  20552  30198  28717 
Inputs  IV  3836  6535  4913  8416  2892  3030  2007  31!96  - wages  paid  769  11184  3001  6511  204  122  107  200  - rent  paid  1540  3149  93  71n  1158  1458  524  1880  - interest  pd  (less  sub)  1527  1902  1820  11611  1530  11151  1375  1416 
investment  g rants+subs.  108  85  316  0  180  96  60  48 
Fami  l:y  Farm  Income  211181  32712  23776  27478  21424  17617  28251  25268 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  17551  24320  14693  15235  16826  11~096  23051  17419 
Fami  l:y  Farm  lncome/FWU  16298  23095  15858  19017  15174  12235  21756  15617 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fixed  assets  94482  108292  61625  77393  116604  96238  79298  89639 
Current assets  24391  28436  16603  20415  13548  32182  21956  25879 
Liabi I ities  22247  27581  28476  14695  21769  21930  18119  20586 
Net  worth  96627  109146  49752  83113  108383  1061190  89131~  94931 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  -413  16  619  -293  -439  -846  -141tO  -361 
*  I N  FORMA Tl ON  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS  EXCHANGE  RATE  :  45.140 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
BELGI(QU)E 
LEVEL  2  FADN  lAST  REVISION  24/?/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGH11NG  AND  1972-4  STANOARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING  (GROUPS  A-1) 
(B)  (C)  (E)  (F)  (G)  (H)  (I) 
ALL  CEREALS  GENERAL  flORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCI<.  PIGS/  I•IIXEO 
TYPES  CROPPING  TURE  PERM  CROPS  POULTRY 
Farms  represented  60573  7980  5129  1660  10556  1112 7  'H92  19329 
Sample  farms  1038  127  111  45  2011  120  73  358 
Economic  size  - ESU  26.8  24.8  98.6  21.7  16 .I~  16.0  25.1  21.3 
Labour  input  - AWU  1.6  1. 5  2. 1  2. 1  1.5  1.5  1.1  1.6 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1.5  1. 3  1.6  1.3  1. 5  1.5  1 . 1  1. 6 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  22.0  34.6  1. 3  6.3  22.5  28.3  5.9  23.7 
Tota I  I ivestock  units  50.9  20.7  0.0  0.0  57.5  58. 1  113.7  57.8 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------- Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a;c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AHU 
rami ly  Farm  lncome;nw 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi llties 
Net  worth 































































































































































































EXCHANGE  RATE  : 




























DG  VI-A-3  LUXEMBOURG 
All: VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output  · 
farm  use 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 















BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING  (GROUPS  A-I) 
CEREALS  GENERAL  HORTICUL-





























































------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------~-- Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs  - livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I 1-dep rec i at ion 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid  - interest  pd  (less  sub) 
Investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 


















































































































DGVI-A-3  LUXEMBOURG 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  .size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area - ha 
Tota I  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
-crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid  - interest  pd  ( I ess  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  farm  lnr.ome 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  2~/2/1986 
BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 

































































































































































































RATE  45.747 07APR86 
DGVI-A-3  UN 11 ED  I< I  NGDOM 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  F/\DN  LAST  REVISION  24/?/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  SlANOARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING  (GROUPS  A-1) 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestockunits 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWl! 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 





































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
(A)  (B) 






































































(C)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCI< 













































































































































































EXCHANGE  RATE  : 
(  I ) 



































DG  VI-A-3  UNITED  KINGDOf~ 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  2~/2/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  SIANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
(GROUPS  A-1) 
Farms  represented 
Sarnp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  l+ll+lii+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Va  I ue  Added 
lnouts  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
liabilities 
Net  worth 





































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
(A)  (B) 






1  0  2 
123.7 
































1 0  3 





























(C)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCK 





1 0  3 
13.5 



































































































1 0  11 
203.3 






































































35 0  1 
3.2 































DG  VI-A-3  IRELAND 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sa!llpiH  farms 
rconnrnic  size - ESU 
l'lhour  input - Jl.HIJ 
Ullp'l id  labour·  input- niU 
Uti I.  l'lgric.  Area  - ha 
Total  I ivestO!:k  units 
rota 1  output 
C r·op s  +  C:I"OP  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other·  out.put 
f11r·m  use 
Til till  lnpnts  I H  1+111 +IV 
iiiJ.>IILS  I  (spec.  costs)  - crop-spe<:ific  i IIJJIJtS 
- t i vostock  specific 
lllplltS  II  (overheads) 
lnrwts  I I 1-depre<:iation 
11djust.ment:  costs ale  Yl' 
b111ance:  g rant.s - taXHS 
f"11r·m  Net  V11l11e  l'ldded 
lnp11ts  IV 
- wages  pllirl  - r'fHit  p;~id  - interest  pd  (less  Sllh) 
invest.ment  grilnts+suhs. 
F  fliP i I  y  Farm  lnc'lme 
f;o rno  Nnt.  Va IIJC  /lddod/•\1-111 
ram i 1  y  r  11  rrn  1  ncome /I  1/U 
r i ><nd  assets 
Current  as!;ets 
Liahiliti!!s 
Nnt.  wor·th 
Nllt  lnvestment(Oeadstk) 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  ?  FADN  I.J\Sl  REVISION  ?1!/2/19116 











































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3  IRELAND 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  I i vestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  - crop-specific  inputs  - I ivestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  21•/2/1986 
BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WE I  GHT I  NG  AND  1972-4  Sf  ANDARD  GHOSS  14ARG INS 































































HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTIIER 




































































---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-- adjustment:  costs a/c :yr  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants - taxes  714  90  984  464  909  969 
Farm  Net  value  Added  13120  21486  27675  17020  -1985  16167 
Inputs  IV  2764  9298  10521  29'•6  1203  5054 
- wages  paid  746  2439  4033  635  272  1858 
- rent  paid  547  2255  2334  556  305  579 
- interest pd  (less sub)  1471  4604  4154  1755  626  2618 
investment grants+subs.  250  358  31  300  203  356 
rami l:y  Farm  Income  10613  125'•6  17185  11t373  6991  11469 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  9712  16135  16586  11583  6695  10155 
rami l:y  Farm  lncome/FWU  8521  12466  1  '•621  10428  6088  8638 
Fixed  assets  180104  306217  260151  188692  147670  263548 
current assets  24153  26377  28152  21539  23106  40555 
Liabi I ities  7882  221•95  12599  9914  3175  15850 
Net  worth  196371•  310098  275704  200318  167600  288253 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  -3121  -9134  -6916  -31.16  -2000  -4221 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS  EXCIIANGE  RATE  0.715 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3  DANMARK 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FAON  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
(GROUPS  A- I ) 
Farms  rep resented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 





















(A)  (B) 






































(C)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHER  DAIRYING  DRYSTOCI<. 


















































































































------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/A\4U 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 




















































































































































DG  VI-A-3  DANMARK 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FAON  LAST  HFVISION  2 11/2/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
CURRENT  WE I GilT I NG  ANO  1972-11  STANDARD  GHOSS  MARGINS 
( GfWIJPS  A- I ) 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
- wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 





































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
(A)  (B) 






































































(C)  (E)  (F)  (G) 
HORTICUL- VINEYARDS  OTHLR  DAIHYING  DR'fSfOCI< 














































































































































































































EXCHANGE  RATE  : 
159425 
-324 
8. 153 07APR86 
OG  VI-A-3  HELLAS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REV I SIOil  21t/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU  BY  TYPE  OF  FARMING  (GROUPS  A-I) 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Va I ue  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AHU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
































































































































































































































(G)  (H)  (I) 







































































































65.342 OG  VI-A-1  HEU  .. 'IS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
F~rms  represented 
Snrnp I e  [';~ nns 
Economic  size  - ESll 
l.ilh<HJr  input:  - A\·111 
ilnpa i d  I ~hour·  i npllt- fWll 
Ut:  i 1.  hJr·ic.  1\ren  - lla 
rot::l I  1 i vestock  1m its 
1  n I a I  outp11t 
Crops  -+  crop  pnHlucts 
I  i Vf~Stock  +  lvstk  p r~od s 
'll_.her·  01.1tput. 
fa r·m  II SP. 
rot.~ 1  1  np11ts  I~  I I+ Ill+  IV 
j np•!t.S  I  (spec.  costs)  - ~~ r'Pp-specific  i npL•t.s 
- I ivostock  ~'fJf_~c i r i r. 
lnpllt.q  II  ( nve  r'~lf!iH1") 
I np11t.~  ...  111-df!pr·':lc iat io11 
ACCOUN IS  RFSUUS  1983/11  LE'/El.  ?  FADN  LAST  REVISION  2~/?/1086 
CURRENT  WEIGilTING  AND  1972-11  STANDARD  GROSS  1·1ARG I tiS 
BY  TYPE  OF  FARI~ I  NG  (GROUPS  A-I) 
(A)  (B)  (C)  (D)  (E)  (F)  (G)  (H)  (I) 
ALL  CEREALS  GENERAL  IIORliCIJL- VINEYARDS  OiliER  DAII~YI  NG  DRYSTOCK  PIG[;/  I~ I  XED 
TYPES  CROPPING  TIJRE  PERl~  CROPS  POULTRY 
3112866  17504  H2072  1675  11981  611936  30  37849  2558  3 31161 
51165  206  2567  It 7  389  970  3  812  :)o  1121 
3.2  2.11  3.2  4.6  8.5  2.2  3.3  9.9  2.8 
1.9  1 . 5  2.0  2.5  2. 1  1. 8  2.0  1. 6  2.0 
I .8  1.5  1.9  2.0  1. 8  1.7  1. 9  1.6  1. 9 
6.?  12.8  6.4  2.6  5.9  5.0  3.8  2.2  7.6 
4.11  2.8  1 . It  0. 1  0.2  0.7  19. 1 1  12.8  1 I. 6 
12188  I 5/93  124112  23967  15245  9172  13396  31966  1611119 
9463  126611  11078  23936  15061 1  8381  2587  26136  711 () 
3231  29111  1237  31  171  773  10799  292"/11  9221 
88  215  128  0  10  17  11  5  79 
ROO  11195  5911  33  76  150  1  1t34  231  2372 
690?  1  f)IJ01  6469  1  ;>lt65  6609  11360  7330  29()811  9871 
34112  111)17  26116  53113  2128  1695  5519  251211  6683 
1463  253tj  1739  5271  2009  1127  382  337  1057 
1979  ?.101  907  67  119  568  513 7  21178 7  5626 
1?71  2311  11186  2378  1023  782  6411  1479  1276 
1197  1519  1206  2231  2065  12311  611  1730  11611 
---------------~·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- nd ill' LmHnt.:  COSt!;  a /c  yr·  86  286  76  56  227  56  79  5  56 
b::.lnnce:  q rarit.s  - tnYes  397  176  3118  100  396  1137  610  -239  516 
lnrm  N<: t  Vnlue  1\rlci<!d  731)()  77?7  7521\  14170  10652  595/.J  "7311  3399  7857 
I llj•!ll.s  IV  990  1P.76  1 13 1  ?513  1393  ntt9  556  7.50  111-, 
- \~:J(IHS  pairl  330  90  327  1659  884  It Gil  161  205  1 lt8 
- rPnt.  paid  1117  ]IJ22  551  199  1811  49  150  IJ.8  3ft] 
- in  t.(~  ,·e~, t  prJ  (  I es~•  sub)  242  363  253  6511  3211  137  2 1~5  497  258 
i nvn~;tmfHit.  qtnnts+subs.  lj  0  3  0  3  2  15  0  7 
f "n" I  y  F;~ rm  I ncorne  6374  5851  6400  1165 7  9262  5306  6770  26'19  7118 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! "'"' Ue,t.  y, I til'  .~dtled/1\I·IU 
t:11nily  l:~nn  ln--,ornc/Hill 
r, .,d  ~,~~;ots 
cr.1r rent  assets 
L_ial1i  I  itios 
tJnl.  .m r·t II 
Nc t  I rrve,;t.n"'llt.( llPadst.l<) 

























































3111111  I 
- 13111 








78.088 3.3.2.  1982/83  and  1983/84  accountancy results 
Member  States  x  6  economic  size classes 
(ESU) 
73 ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986  07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3  EUR10  CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Fam i I  y  Farm  I nco  me/  FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 




























































































































































































































































1622* ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FAON  lAST  REVISION  24/2/1986  07Af'R86 
DG  VI-A-3  EUR10  CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input- AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti 1.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  I iv.estock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lv.stk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I iv.estock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I If-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a;c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Cur·rent  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Tota I  I ivestock units 
LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  2~/2/1986  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
DEUTSCHLAND  CURRENT  WE I  GHT I  NG  AND  1972-~ STANDARD  GROSS  I"ARG INS 
BY  ECONOMIC  SIZE  OF  FARM 
ALL  =1- 2  =2- ~  =~- 8  =8- 16  =16- LW  =1~0 
SIZES  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU 
363678  77~2~  1  ~11563  123686  18005 
4673  171~  1338  2807  351~ 
17 ·'•  6.7  12.5  21~. 6  53.7 
1. 7  1.4  1. 5  1. 9  3. 1 
1 . '~  1.3  1. 4  1.5  1.4 
26.3  13. 3  21 .0  35.9  58.3 
40.9  16.8  30.9  60.1  92.9 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  output  62920  2IJ817  45257  90964  175940 
Crops  +  crop  products  20050  7093 
121 ~'· 
27819  85880 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods_  41013  16593  31709  61036  83179 
other output  1857  1130  1~05  2109  6881 
farm  use  5100  2489  4111  7000  10741 
Total  Inputs  1+11+11 I+IV  52~88  21868  36947  75263  152483 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  26127  8997  171162  39~78  176IJ1  - crop-specific  inputs  17~1  2662  5076  10914  29306  - I ivestock  specific  18380  6335  12386  28564  IJ8335 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  12102  6443  9082  16316  317~9 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation  8~37  4535  7126  11019  18007 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- adjustment:  costs a/c yr  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants - taxes  247  IJ14  272  132  128 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  16501  5256  11859  24283  48670 
Inputs  IV  5833  1893  3291  8453  25085 
- wages  paid  1992  503  685  2705  13995  - rent  paid  1425  371  826  2264  5014  - interest  pd  (I ess  sub)  2409  1019  1775  3IJ83  6075 
investment  g ra nts+subs.  11  0  16  8  35 
Family  Farm  Income  10695  3363  8600  158141  23620 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Farm  Net  Value  Added/AHU  9766  3811  7688  13087  15877 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  71473  2575  5968  10581  161J19 
Fixed  assets  165090  83968  135791  222831  352523 
Current  assets  34599  15590  25832  49538  84111 
Liabilities  45448  19672  32293  67465  110665 
Net  worth  154242  79885  129330  201190/J  325969 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  -493  -1195  -1193  615  531 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARI>IS  EXCHANGE  RATE  2.311 07APH86 
llG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  f N  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
Smnp I<>  farms 
rconorn i c  size  - ESU 
L>1bOlll'  i rlpt! I;  - AI-/U 
Unpaid  l<>bOlH'  input- Fi/U 
Uti I.  f'.g ric.  Jl.r·ert  - ha 
lotH I  livestor'k  Llll i t s 
1 ot;o I  output 
Ci·ops  +  crop  p r·oduc ts 
I i vestocl~  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
far  rn  use 
Tot:. I  lllfllltf- 1+11 +III+IV 
inpU1;';  I  (spec.  r:-osts) 
- r.: r up-specific  inputs 
- I i vestock  specific 
I r•JHI ts  I  I  ( ove r-lteil d s ) 
Inputs  I  I I -dep rec i"  t ion 
adj••<>tment:  costs  a/c  yr 
ba I <Once:  grants - taxes 
F;, nn  Net  ViliUe  Added 
I !tpPt.S  IV  - waqes  p8i<.l  - t8tl  L  paid 
- i nt.nrest  pd  (tess  sub) 
i nve s tfiiP.IH.  grants+subs. 
Fam i 1  y  Farm  I nconte 
larm  Net  VRiun  Added/A~ru 
(;truily  (HI'!II  IIICOIIIe/fHl! 
I  i "'!d  <ISSP.t5 
Cur t·ent  ns~nts 
Liahi I ities 
Nrl t  'c<o n.t1 
Net  lnvestment(Deildst.k) 
*  INIOHMATION  NOT  GIVEN 
LEVEL  2  FAfJN  LAST  REVISION  211/2/19116  ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
DEUTSCHLAND  CURRENT  WE I GIH I NG  AND  1972-1~  ST A!-IOARD  GROSS  I~ARG  INS 
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3  0  1 































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Tota I  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+I"I+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  - crop-specific  inputs  - I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
FRANCE 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVIS I  Oil  21t/2/1986 













































































































----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- adjustment:  costs a/C  yr  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants - taxes  32  795  3111  -IH2  -3030 
Farm  Net  Value  Added  19702  7762  15575  28936  55539 
Inputs  IV  6049  1918  4153  8929  21t983  - wages  paid  1741  302  769  2623  12053  - rent  paid  2054  734  1611  3019  6280  - interest  pd  (less  sub)  2255  882  1773  3288  6650 
investment  g rants+subs.  285  285  288  271  341 
Family  Farm  Income  13937  6129  11710  20278  30896 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Farm  Net  Va I ue  Added/AWU  11426  5247  9601  15097  2131t8 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU  9100  4273  7650  121188  22152 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------ Fixed  assets  120153  68476  104516  161563  2114544 
Current assets  39892  18753  33215  56919  92122 
Liabi I ities  38911  17223  32544  55579  911327 
Net  worth  121134  70006  105186  162903  21t2939 
Net  lnvestment(De8dstk)  850  32  884  1698  -1123 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS  EXCHANGE  RATE  :  6.431 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  livestock units 
FRANCE 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  RfVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
BY  ECONOMIC  SIZE  OF  FARM 
ALL  =1- 2  =2- 4  =4- 8  =8- 16  -=16- LJO  =110 
SIZES  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU 
585175  131468  236747  189275  27685 
5607  647  2296  2367  297 
16.5  6.4  12.0  22.9  58.0 
1.7  1 . 5  1. 6  1.9  2.5 
1.5  1.4  1.5  1.6  1.5 
36.6  20.2  30.9  48.4  82.2 
30.2  16.4  28.9  42. 1  25.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  output 
Crops  +  crop products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  l+ll+lll+IV 
Inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c ;yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  ~et Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Fami l;y  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWll 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I it ies 
Net  worth 
Net  tnvestment(Deadstk) 












































































































































DG  VI-A~3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADrf  LAST  REV I S I  ON  21tf2/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Slimp 1  e  fa rms 
Economic  size - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid .l.abour  input- FWU 
Utll.  Agric,  Area  - ha 





















CURRENT  ~1£ I  GHT I  NG  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ECONOMIC  SIZE  OF  FARM 
=2- 4  =4- 8  =8- 16  =16- ItO  =40 
ESU  ESU  rsu  ESU  ESU 
294477  201303  116039  52719  11380 
2694  3539  2495  1256  396 
3.0  5;8  11.~  23.9  63.2 
1.7  1.9  2.3  3.1  5.0 
1.6  1.8  2.1  2.5  2.8 
7.5  12.7  20.2  36.8  81.3 
3.1  7.0  12. 3.  27.7  89.2 
--------~--------~----~--------------------~---------------------------------------~------~-~-------~  Tota I  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output 




































-~----------~------------------------------------~----------~-~--------------~----------------------- Total  Inputs  i+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (Spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- 1 ivestoc;k  specific 
......  ...  ...  ......  ------ ···- ---.  i"iiPUts  ... r  -i". ("OV&rhe&cfs·; 













































-------------~-~---------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------- adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
ba.lance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
-interest pd  (less sub) 
Investment grants+subs. 































































-----------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------~--- Farm  Ne1;  va 1  ue  Added/  AWU 














24651  .  .  .  . 
·--------------~-------------------------------------------~----------------------------------··------ Fixed assets 
Curr.ent  assets 
Liabi I I ties 
Net worth 





































EXCHANGE  RATE:  1323.780 07APR86 
00  VI-A-3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVIS I  011  24/2/1966 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Far.s  represented 
Sa•ple  rar.s 
Econo.lc  size - ESU 
Labour  Input  - AWU 
Unp·afd  labour  input- FWU 
Utll.  Agric.  Area- ha 




















CURRENT  WEIGHTING  ANO  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 



















=8- 16  =16- 40 
























~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  output 
Crops  +  crop products 






































----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  lnputa  l+tl+tti+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- Hvestock &fHICirlc 
Inputs  It  (overbeads.) 










































15334  --------------- ... ·---------------------------------------------------------·----·---------------·-------·- adjust.ant:  costs a/c  ~r 
ba.l.ance:  grants - taxes 
Fan. Net  Value Added 
Inputs  IV 
- wages  paid 
- rent  pa ld 
- interest pd  (less sub) 
InvestMent  grants+subs. 






























































73398  -----------:..------------------------------------·---·--------------------------·---------------------·--- Fana  Net  Value  Added/AWU 















---------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fixed  assets 
current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 





































EXCHANGE  RATE  :  1349.920 07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs ate yr 
ba.lance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Adcted/AWU 
rami ly  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I it ies 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
I TALl A 








































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISIOII  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 






















































































































































































EXCHANGE  RATE  :  1349.920 
~-07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Cr-ops  +  crop  pt·oducts 
I i vestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+ I 1+111+ IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs  - I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  111-depreciiltion 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants - taxes 
Fil rm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV  - wages  paid 
- rent  paid  - interest  pd  (I ess  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN 
NEDERLAND 
FOR  ALL 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADH  LAST  REVISION  2~/2/1986 






































BY  ECONOMIC 
=1- 2  =2- ,, 
ESU  ESU 





















































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size - ESU 
Labour  input - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- H/U 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Tota I  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
C1·ops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tots I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  cost.s) 
- crop-speci fie  inputs  - livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid  - interest pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Va I ue  Added/  MJU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN 
NEDERLAND 
FOR  ALL 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 






































BY  ECONOMIC 
"'1- 2  =2- '•  ESU  ESU 




















































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size - ESU 
Lilbour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  I  a bou r  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - II a 
Total  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
fa r·m  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+11 I+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheilds) 
Inputs  I I I -dep rec i at ion 
BELGI(QU)E 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  f/\DN  LASl  REVISION  2~/2/1986 























ECONOI~  I C 
=2- 4 
ESU 















































































1  01~49 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- adjustment:  costs ajc yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV  - wages  paid  - rent  paid  - interest  pd  (I ess  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 


















































































45. litO 07APR86 
DG  VI•A-3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
All VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - A~IU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest pd  (less  sub) 
investment grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
rami ly  Farm  lncome/FWlJ 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 


































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Fa rrns  rep resented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  I abour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
fa rrn  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWIJ 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
LUXEMBOURG  CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 






































BY  ECONOMIC 
=1- 2  =2- 4 
ESU  ESU 





















































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size - ESU 
Labour  input - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area - ha 
Total  I ivestock  units 
LUXEMBOURG 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  @OSS  MARGINS 
BY  ECONOMIC  SIZE  OF  FAR I~ 
ALL  =1- 2  =2- 4  =4- 8  =8- 16  =16- 110  =110 
SIZES  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU 
2680  190  9IJ8  111119  93 
327  2  41  256  28 
20.9  13.0  26.5  46. 1 
1.1  1,11  1.9  2.5 
1.6  1.4  1.8  2.2 
43.7  26.3  53.5  811.9 
61L4  33.8  83.6  161.4 
----------------------------------------------------,------------------------------------------------ Total  output  61916  41408  76747  142686 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
uthe r  output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+11 I+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-speci fie  inputs  - livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
- wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  va I ue  Added/AWO 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWO 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 












































































































45.747 LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  H£VISION  21!/2/1986  07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
UN I  TED  KINGDOM  CURRENT  WEIGHfiNG  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
All VALUES  IN  ECU 
BY  ECONOMIC  SIZE  OF  FARM 
ALL  =1- 2  =2- 4  =4- 8  =8- 16  =16- IJO  =ItO 
SIZES  ESU  ESU  ESU  FSU  ESU  ESU 
Farms  represented  143892  5701  262911  38810  48073  250 Ill 
Sample  farms  2683  41  258  566  995  823 
Economic  size - ESU  29.6  2.9  6.0  11.9  26.6  93.6 
Labour  input - AWU  2.1l  1. 2  1 . l.j  1. 8  2.8  6.4 
Unpaid  labour  input- HIU  1. 4  1 . 1  1.2  1. 4  1. 5  1. 3 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  129.6  32.3  58.9  81 ,lj  136.6  287.6 
Total  I i vestock  units  93.5  30. 1  1!3. 9  66 ·''  109.0  172.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  output 
Crops  +  c r·op  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  l+ll+lii+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  pair! 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 



































































































































































0.569 LEVEL  2  FfiDN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/19ll6  07APR86 
OGVI-A-3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
UN I TED  I< I  NGDOM  CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
BY  ECONOMIC  SIZE  OF  FARI~ 
ALL  =1- 2  =2- 4  =4- 8  =ll- 16  =16- 110  =110 
SIZES  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU 
Farms  represented  139495  6465  25616  380110  45533  238111 
Sample  farms  2735  53  243  580  1012  81H 
Economic  size - ESU  27.9  3.0  6.0  12.0  26.8  85.5 
Labour  input - AWU  2.8  1 . II  1. 4  1. 8  2.8  6.3 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 4  1.1  1. 2  1 . 3  1.5  1. 4 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  118.2  29.4  61.6  80.9  1111.8  ?17. 7 
Total  I ivestock  units  96.4  28.9  116.4  68.0  114. 7  1 78. R 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  output 
cr-ops  +  crop  products 
I i vestock  +  1vstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+1  1+1  I I+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs afc yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Va I ue  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Fa r·m  Net  Va  rue  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 





































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
IRELAIW  CURRENT  WEIGHriNG  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
BY  ECONOMIC  SIZE  OF  FARM 
ALL  =1- 2  =2- 4  =4- 8  =8- 16  =16- 110  =40 
SIZES  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU 
Farms  rep resented  128493  56906  36774  211631  9431  751 
Sample  farms  1272  461  331  320  1  117  13 
Economic  size - ESU  7.0  2.6  5.8  11.5  23.4  52.9 
Labour  input  - AHU  1. 4  1 . 1  1. 3  1. 7  2.2  3.8 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 2  1.0  1.3  1 . 5  1. 6  1. 7 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  36.0  22.3  34.3  49.2  80.0  158.6 
Total  I i. vestock  units  40. II  18.9  36.8  63.4  115.9  151.9 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Fa r·m  Net  Va  I ue  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  ( I ess  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Fa r·m  Net  Value  Added/  AHU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  RFVISION  24/?/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  f'arms 
Economic  size - ESU 
Labour  input - AWU 
Unpaid  labour- input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agr-ic.  Area  - ha 
Tota I  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs ajc yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
F i xed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
















































1 . 1 














































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Tota I  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
DANMARK 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FAON  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
BY  ECONOMIC  SIZE  OF  FARM 
ALL  =1- 2  =2- 4  =4- 8  =8- 16  =16- 40  =ItO 
SIZES  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU  ESU 
84400  20502  26997  30205  6696 
21911  313  559  863  459 
19.2  5.8  12. 1  25. 1  61.8 
1.3  0.6  1. 0  1.6  3.2 
0.9  0.6  0.9  1. 2  1.2 
31.7  12.6  22. 1  39.4  911.4 
50.4  10.5  29.3  73.1  155.6 
79473  20228  IJ6666  106780  269966 
28476  10103  18285  317011  111263 
49527  9334  27372  73367  154374 
1469  790  1009  1708  4329 
6804  2079  4881  9132  18526 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  68928  18356  38726  91912  241857 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  36865  8572  21168  51lt06  121189 
- crop-specific  inputs  8887  2818  5491  10975  31749 
- I ivestock  specific  27978  5754  15678  110431  89439 
Inputs  II  (overheads)  10097  lt013  6539  12465  32390 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation  6650  2111  1132 7  8700  20662 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
- wages  paid  - rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less sub) 
investment grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 





















































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- rwu 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  I ivestock  units 
Tota I  output 
Cr·ops  +  crop  products 
I i vestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  - crop-specific  inputs  - I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV  - wages  paid 
- rent  paid  - interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Fa nn  Income 
DAN MARK 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  ;>  ffiDN  LASr  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  fiND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
BY  ECONOMIC  SllE.  or  FAHM 
ALL  ~I- 2  =2- II  =4- 8  =8- 16  ~16- 110  ~110 
SIZES  ESU  ESU  ESU  fSU  ESU  ESU 
82012  19530  25796  29768  6918 
2152  3 11  515  831  1195 
19.6  5.9  12. 1  25.2  62.6 
1. 3  0.6  1.0  1. 6  3.2 
0.9  0.6  0.9  1.2  1. 2 
32.7  13. 3  22.5  39.8  911.9 
52.?  10.n  ?B. 1  71L t1  1611.2 
85074  21567  46275  112709  290127 
28088  9911  16941  31326  107032 
55103  10118  281187  791155  176555 
1884  1538  847  1928  6541 
6921  25!!7  459~  IJ638  20(i 77 
77764  20983  41023  102041  210595 
LJ2326  10001  22628  57775  140561 
10066  31!96  57211  12327  35069 
32261  6505  16904  IJ54118  1051191 
11767  1!803  7310  14584  35929 
7398  2578  4519  9500  22699 
0  0  0  0  0 
-6LJ  -68  -132  -90  318 
23519  lj 116  11687  30760  91257 
16272  3601  6568  20182 .·  71407 
11655  729  1371  50311  26356 
1626  158  4119  1879  8919 
9991  2711!  11708  13269  36132 
69  3  38  58  419 
7316  518  5158  10636  20269 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Farm  Net  Value  Added/AI/U 
Fam i I  y  Farm  I nco  me/ F\IU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 








































DG  VI-A-3 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVIS I  ON  211/2/1986 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agr·ic.  Ar·ea  - ha 
Total  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  co5ts) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  II !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a;c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Fam i I  y  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 










































































CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 

























































































































































65.342 ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986  07APR86 
DG  VI-A-3  llELLAS  CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  1972-4  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWIJ 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Tot  a I  I i vestock units 
Tota I  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+1  II+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs ajc yr 
ba I ance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWIJ 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net worth 


























































































































































































































































78.088 3.3.3.  1982/83  and  1983/84  ac·countancy  results 
Kember  States  x  10  classes of farm  area 
(The  holdings  belonging to farming  types Horticulture  [TF  21]  and 
Pigs  and  poultry  [TF  51  and  52]  are not  included) 
97 22APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECIJ 
Farms  rep resented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestockunits 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop~specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs ate yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Va  I ue  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
rami ly  Farm  lncome/FWU 
fixed  assets 
Cur-rent  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Doadstk) 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
EUR10 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 






1 . ~j 


























































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  FADN  LAS!  R[VISION  24/2/1986 





1 . 7 
1. 5 
II.  3 
211.  1 
37905 
































































































































































3 1 . f) 
2 ·''  1.6 





























































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock  units 
Tota I  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1-+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads)· 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
lnplltS  IV 
- wages  paid 
- r·ent  paid 
-interest pd  (less  sub) 
investment grants+subs. 
family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWl! 
Family  Farm  lncome;rwu 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
ACGOIINTS  HESIJUS  1983/ll 
EIJRIO 
BY  UAA  .I  tl  HA 











































































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  f!IDN  LAST  REVISION  ?11/?/19<16 












































































































































































































































?55()1"1"  .. 
1  ~;nR98* 
-756* 22APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
farms  rep resented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWIJ 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tot  a I  I i vestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
-crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
ba I ance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
family  farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AHLI 
rami ly  Farm  lncome/n~u 
fixed  assets 
current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  wor·th 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
ACCOUNIS  RESULTS  1982/3 
DEUTSCHLAND 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 






1 . II 




































































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  FA.DN  lAST  REVISION  24/?/1986 





































































111  781 
601 
16.5 






































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size- ESU 
Labour  input  - AHIJ 
Unpaid  I abou r  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
Tota I  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestocl\  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
fa'rm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
F~rm Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
- wages  paid 
-rent paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  rtssets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
DEUTSCHLAND 
BY  UAA  IN  IIA 







































































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  FADN  I.ASr  REVISION  2~/2/1986 







1 7. 5 
29. 7 

































































































































































































































OG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I,  Inputs  I+ I I+ I I I+ IV 
inputs  1  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Oeadstk) 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
FRANCE 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 











































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  FADN  LASI  RFVISION  24/2/1986 

















































































































































































































1 • 7 
1. 5 


























385  3'j 
121948 
852 22APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I ivestock units 
lotal  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
lotal  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a;c yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AHU 
rami ly  Farm  lncorne;rwu 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
FHANCE 
BY  lJAA  IN  fiA 







































































































































*  INFORMAliON  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LCVU.  2  IAIJN  I.ASI  RfVISION  2~/2/1986 








































































































































































1  ?51 ?7 
15112 
?6.11 



























































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+ I I+ I I I+ IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
-rent paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Fam i I y  Fa I'm  Income/ FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
I TAL IA 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 





1 . 3 
1.3 
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2.0 
1.9 





























*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  F"ADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 












































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
L8bour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+11 i+IV 
inputs  i  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- r·ent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  <•ssets 
Current assets 
Linbi I ities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
I TAL IA 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 














3 70 1 
1111l8 


























































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVF:L  2  FADtl  U\Sl  RFVISION  ?11/?/19!16 
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- 1111  1 2?APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  EClJ 
Farms  represented 
Sarnp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  1  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
- Ylages  paid 
- r·ent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/A~HJ 
rami ly  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
ACCOUNTS  RESUl.TS  1982/3 
NEDERLAND 
BY  UAA  I fi  lifl 





































































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  ?  11\IJN  1/\ST  IHVISION  ?'1/?/191\f) 














































































































1  (11.11<~8 























































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ACGO!lN1 S  RF.SlJLlS  1983/11  l FVFI  ;>  IASF  RFVISION  ?~/?11?~~ 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other· output 
far·m  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  va I ue  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
F(lrrn  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
F<~mi ly  Fann  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  wor·th 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
NfTIERLANO 
BY  UAA  IN  IIA 
EXCL  TYPE  or  rARMING  21,51,52 
0-2 



























































22263  '  31197 
2877  3665 








































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 













































































































































































































814 22APR86  M~CO\H~  rs  RESULTS  191l?/3  L£V[L  2  rArm  I Mil  R!V!S!f'N  ;>II/? /1  ')131) 
DG  VI-A-3  BELGI (QU)E  CUHHENT"  WEIGIITING  AND  SfANU.O.HD  GROSS  1·1AHGI NS  1972-11 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
BY  UAA  IN  llA 
EXf;L.  TYPE  OF  FAR~!  I NG  21_, 51,52 
0-2  2-5  5-10  10-15  15-20  20-25  25-30  30-40  110-50  >50  ·rorAt 
Farms  rep resented  372  11111  1693  10536  fl912  78Y9  6099  676:1  2936  4:165  .56986 
Sample  fa rrns  .5  12  85  118  132  119  111  123  511  93  852 
Economic  size - ESU  9. 1  10.2  10.9  1').3  16.7  21.0  22.5  27.3  112.~  Hl. 0 
La hour  input  - AWU  1.8  1 . 11  1.5  1.5  1.5  1.6  1.7  1.8  ?.0  1.6 
Unpaid  labour  input- HIU  1.5  1.3  1.11  1. 5  1.4  1.6  1.6  1.7  1.8  I. 5 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  3.11  7.5  12.5  11.6  22.4  27 ,II  311.9  1111.  11  70.3  24.  f) 
Total  I ivestock  units  6.11  26.5  32.9  II'). 3  LIB. 5  58.6  59.6  69.3  71  ,11  /.t6.0 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  p roduets 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
fa r·m  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
rarm  tlet  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncorne/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi 1 i ties 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 






































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  ra rms 
Economic  size  - rsu 
L~bour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  AreA- ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Tota I  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk prods 
other  output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- cr-op-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs  a;c yr 
balance:  grants  - t<~xes 
F<~ rm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
-rent paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
family  Farm  Income 
farm  Net  VP.Iue  Added/1\',/U 
rami ly  rarm  ln<:ome/FWIJ 
Fixed  assets 
CurTent  assets 
Liabilities 
t~et  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
AGCOIIIHS  RESULTS  1983/11 
BF:LGI (QU)E 
BY  UAA  IN  HI\ 










































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  fARMS 
LEVEL  2  F/\DN  lAST  RFVISION  24/?/191l6 


































































































































































































31 3 'j 1 
!97526 
66?Ll6 
110 Ill  7 
2fJJ585 
12~)3 






























1  OfH~lJ/.1 
-II')G 22APR8o 
DGVI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  EClJ 
Farms  represented 
Sample  far·ms 
Economic  size  - fSU 
Labour  input  - 1\\IIJ 
Unpaid  I a bou r  input- FHU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Aren- ha 
Tota I  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I +11+11 !+IV 
inputs  1  (spec.  costs)  - cr·op-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I 1-deprecintion 
adjustment:  costs  ajc yr 
balance:  grants - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV  - wages  paid  - rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  9 r·ants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWIJ 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
fixed  assets 
Current  ilSSets 
Liabilities 
Net  WOt't.h 
Net  I nves t.rnent· (Dead  s tk) 
*  I N FORt1A T I ON  NOT  GIVf.N  FOR  ALL 
ACCOU~TS RESUlTS  1982/3 
LllXEt1BOIJHG 
BY  IJ/11\  Ill  Ill\ 







1 . 1 
3.7 
0.0 

































































LfVFL  2  rAIJN  LIISf  RfVISION  ?11/';'/1~1116 
GUKRflll  WF  I Gfl f I NG  AND  S I ANDAHD  GKOSS  Hill~(; INS  1  <J l?-11 
1')-;'0  21l-25  25-10 
36  62  118 














3 1  (,<J i 
1 71  74 
11621 

































































1 ,, 7 1 
69.".7 
63260 
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DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
ra rms  rep resented 
Samp 1  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
labour  input- AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti 1.  Agric.  Are~- h~ 
rota I  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
GI'OpS  -+  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other  output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111 +IV 
inputs  :  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-speci fie  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (ovedwadr.) 
Inputs  111-depreGiation 
ad,jL•stment:  costs  a;c  yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Vf!.lue  Added 
Inputs  IV  - wages  paid  - rent  paid  - interest  pd  ( I ess  sub) 
investment  g rants+subs. 
rami 1  y  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Arlded/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
rixed  assets 
Current  ft ssets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Uearlstk) 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL 
1\CCOUN rs  HESULTS  1983/'1 
LIJXU1BOURG 
flY  UAA  IN  HA 











































LEVFL  ?  rAIJN 
Clii~RUif  WEIGIITINC;  .1\ND  SIANIJAflfl  CROSS  ~1APGIIIS  197<'-11 
15-20  20-?5 
26  97 








































































































































































1  (j:}(. 3 







DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size - ESU 
Labour  input - AWU 
Unpaid  I a bou r  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Tota I  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs  - I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 
EXCL  TYPE  OF  FARMING  21,51,52 
2-5  5-10  10-15 
96  718  1714 
2  8  21~ 
















lEVEL  2  FADN  I.ASI  BLVISION  211/2/1986 
CUHRENl  WE I  GifT I tlG  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  HAHG INS  1972-11 
15-20  20-25  25-30  30-110  1~0-50  >50  TOT/I.L 
11912  6262  7651~  13386  1271/t  80G51i  128 1 70 
Ill~  68  9?  189  190  ::>0?1  2638 
6.9  9. 1  10.0  11.8  111. 1  36.5  27. 1 
1.2  1.5  1. 5  1. 6  1. 8  3.2  2.6 
1.2  1.1  1.2  1. 2  1.11  1 . It  1.11 
1 7. 2  22.6  27.7  V>Jl  li5.0  183.4  127. 1 
36.6  36.  11  42.0  56.4  62.4  126.3  97.7 
381156  40593  1~6661i  62610  10?47  167862  12617::> 
3218  11337  11507  12563  15390  7111138  513  811 
33163  28320  311088  48336  53195  89898  720 Jli 
2075  936  1069  171 ()  161)2  3526  2773 
361  732  952  2061  1902  6111~11  1~573 
31 793  3371~1  31639  5311i9  60538  1115289  108757 
20789  17926  2()1~9 7  30069  318 78  68176  521~4  3 
2875  4517  5186  6282  77011  2682 7  19050 
1/9111  131109  15311  23787  2111  71~  I~ 13/19  33393 
5969  67110  7725  9299  10837  25356  19150 
2566  3822  5068  6924  8009  19163  14237 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ adjustment:  costs ajc  yr  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants - taxes  -32  339  823  260  1003  1738  3723  2687 
ra rm  Net  Value  Added  128117  91!71  12929  136  311  17323  21261  58890  113029 
Inputs  IV  5641  2478  5572  4583  7524  10580  33620  23754 
- wages  paid  3837  6~1  2965  2252  3103  1!185  18958  13054  - rent  paid  701  1048  1106  999  1892  2323  6719  4820 
- interest  pd  (I ess  sub)  945  838  1310  1188  2139  3"135  7720  5643* 
investment  grants+subs.  198  986  502  873  2151  1655  3435  2668 
Family  Farm  Income  7534  77111  7503  10198  12857  13179  29035  22326* 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU  8731  7585  8704  9203  10853  11586  181~43  16568 
rami ly  ra nn  lncome/FWU  7422  6712  6650  8641  10~08  9676  20130  161109 11 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Fixed  assets  111409  1137311  154881~  i78475  229171·1  2661139  607449  1157437 
Current  assets  13621  15787  191116  19793  29081  35029  92912  67936 
Liabi I ities  12990  12583  17856  13757  25316  41924  8 11~65  61720* 
Net  worth  116650  11 ()073  155960  181764  233423  27548~  61931ll  474'-175* 
Net  lnvestment(DeRdstk)  1374  211~4  -2191  3616  71i55  -507  -128  51211 
*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
-- -- - -22APR86 
OG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size - ESU 
Labour  input  - A\IU 
Unpaid  I abour  input- HIU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Tota I  I i vestock  units 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
BY  UAA  IN  llA 
EXCL  TYPE  OF  FARMING  21,51,52 
2-5  5-10  10-15 
124  613  1862 
1  6  23 
10.7 
1 . I~ 
1 . 1 
13.2 
211.1 
LEVEL  2  fADN  LAST  RFVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS  1972-4 
15-20  20-25  25-30  30-1~0  40-50  >50  TOTAL 
5659  6789  8736  13666  12672  82778  132899 
119  73  97  196  192  19116  2583 
6. 7  9.3  10.0  11. 1  111. 3  3 7. 1  2 7. :i 
1.2  1. 5  1. 5  1 . 6  1.8  3.3  2.7 
1.1  1.1  1.2  1 . 3  1.4  1.5  1 . lj 
11. 1  22.7  21.7  35. 1  411.5  203.8  138.7 
311. 3  39.9  40.3  .55.0  65.2  123.0  95. 1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Total  output  35210  35903  40682  45261  58546  69396  163980  122003 
Crops  +  crop  products  9626  Yj81  8507  10838  10254  11898  71438  48226 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods  25003  311109  31375  33560  11682ll  55fl65  89110  71182 
other output  581  913  800  862  1464  16B  3432  2595 
farm  use  208  337  693  1087  1641  231~8  6646  1~656 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV  30227  300511  3369 7  36458  49002  58302  140618  10111l1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs)  16368  17743  11112  19007  26375  30601  6%811  48502 
- crop-speci fie  inputs  11317  3092  11167  5195  6153  7454  261.151  18609  - I ivestock  specific  1?051  14651  13545  13812  20222  23JIH  37232  29893 
Inputs  II  (overhe<~ds)  6036  5928  6669  7210  8768  10371  250211  18663 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation  3811')  3598  1t287  5502  71186  fJlt64  19937  14808 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ adjustment:  costs  ale yr  0  ()  0  0  0  0  0  0 
balance:  grants - taxes  11  1188  1169  357  609  14115  2768  19911 
fa rrn  Net  Value  Added  9032  9122  121183  13899  16525  21110')  .')81 03  112025 
Inputs  IV  1~388  3736  5008  ')608  1346  1()1169  3'1058  21!1190 
- wages  paid  28311  828  299')  2591  2900  3885  18875  12856 
- rent  paid  7911  862  1097  1129  1592  2072  6368  11507  - inter·e&t  pd  (less  sub)  1156  1609  1207  1377  2552  3855  8216  6119·" 
investment  grants+subs.  216  1.;91  601  710  151!6  2138  3175  211116 
rami ly  Farm  Income  5437  62116  6659  9236  11929  111987  27595  21.508"" 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Fa r·m  Net  Value  Added/AWU  6353  7316  841~4  9319  10090  11763  17590  15ll22 
F<Jmi  ly  Farm  lncorne/FHU  119113  5591~  6200  82115  9396  11 118  18936  1566'1* 
Fixed  assets  102730  115511  139230  155545  2207')5  2116226  581099  432328 
Current  assets  10233  15180  19935  20766  30525  3309()  92255  66965 
Liabi I ities  5277  167811  9183  13233  23222  373111  72170  51.1169·" 
Net  worth  116167  108798  148242  161722  233114 7  2'''n82  581989  41n 186* 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk)  -1082  -959  325  -3087  -469  -1961  -1122  -1062* 
"  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARI~S 22APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VAL~ES  IN  ECU 
Fa r·ms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size - [SIJ 
Labour  input  - AI-/IJ 
IJnpRid  lflbour  input- FWIJ 
Uti I.  Agr·ic.  Area  - ha 
lota I  I ivestock  units 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
IHF:LAND 
BY  UAA  IN  llA 
EXCL  TYPE  OF  FARMING  21,51,52 
2-5  5-10  10-15 
201  3629  11153 
2  31  1  ()It 
2.2  ?.9 
1.0  1.0 
0.9  1.0 
8.1J  12.9 
12.9  18. 3 
LEVEL  2  FADU  LASf  REVISION  2~/2/1986 
CURHENT  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS  1972-4 
15-20  20-25  25-30  30-IHJ  IIQ-50  >50  TOTAL 
15825  12386  13917  161121t  13127  2'1339  110001 
151  121  133  167  1119  33'>  1193 
3.8  'J.O  5.5  7. 1  9.3  1!L6  7.5 
1 . 1  1.3  1.3  1. 3  1  ,.  .:;  1. 8  1 . '-1 
1.1  1.3  1.3  1.3  1 . ,,  1 . ,,  1.3 
17.6  22.3  27.11  31J.6  1111.5  80.1  37.6 
211,7  31.0  32.6  II?. 7  511. n  7P, .II  112.9 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ lota I  ()lf I; put 
r:r·ops  +  erop  p r·od11c ts 
I ivest;ock  +  lvstk  p r·ods 
other· output 
t'a rrn  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- cr·op-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs  ate  yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
- wagP.s  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  rann  Income 
rann  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
rruni ly  farm  lucome/fHU 
F i  ~<•)d  assets 
Ct.trTent  Hssets 
Liabilities 
NP.t  worth 
Net  luvestrnent(Oeadstk) 










































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms- rep resented 
Samp 1  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
IRELAND 
EXCL  TYPE 
II.CCOllfHS  RESULTS  1983/11 
BY  UAA  IN 
OF  FAR~I·I NG  21,51,52 
2-5  5-10  10-15 
1108  5660  15975 
3  114  127 
2.0  2.5 
0.8  1.0 
0.8  1.() 
8.0  12.7 
12.1  16.8 
LEVEL  2 
CURRENT 
Hl\ 
15-20  20-25 
181112  15830 
158  140 
3.5  ll.6 
1 . 1  1. 3 
1.1  1. 3 
11.5  22.2 
22.8  29.11 
F/\DN  L/\Sl  REVISION  211/2/19'16 
WE I  GifT f NG  AND  STANDARD  GHOSS  f~/\RG INS  1972-11 
25-30  30-40  IJ0-50  >50  TOTAL 
111226  1 7833  150112  21111711  1278GO 
132  183  153  3213  1268 
5.2  7. 1  9.2  11-1.  7  6.9 
1.2  1.11  1.5  1.8  1.3 
1.2  1. 3  1 . II  1.11  1.2 
27.4  34.8  IJIL3  82.0  36.0 
32.0  43. 1  50.9  77.7  II/). () 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other  output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a;c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
-rent paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 














































































































































































































































ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Fa ·rm  Net  Va I ue  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
-rentpaid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
DAN14ARK 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 












































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  FADtl  LAST  R[VISION  211/2/1986 


















































































































































































































































-9 22APR86  ACCOIJNIS  HESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  21!/2/1986 
DG  VI-A-3  DAN MARl<  CURHENf  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDAHD  GHOSS  1·1ARG INS  1972-11 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 
EXCL  TYPE  OF  FARf11 NG  21,51,52 
0-2  2-5  5-10  10-15  15-20  20-25  25-30  30-40  11()-50  >50  IOTAL 
Farms  represented  125  653  5938  10620  123111  9996  8583  11427  7706  12761  801~0 
Sample  farms  8  17  109  115  215  206  199  285  2;'o  567  2021 
Economic  size - ESU  5.1  6.1  7 ,II  10.4  13.0  16.2  19.9  26.6  113.8  18.8 
Labour  input  - AWU  0.9  0.8  0.7  0.9  1.0  1.1  1. 2  1.5  2. 1  1.2 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  0.6  0.7  0.1  0.8  0.9  1.0  1.0  1 . 1  1 . 1  0.9 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  3.8  7.8  12 ,II  11 ..  3  22.3  ? 7.1.1  311 ,II  44.5  81. 7  32.8 
Tota I  I ivestock  units  5.6  15.5  18.7  28.9  35.3  115. 1  56.7  ·72 .11  99.9  118.3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
lota I  Inputs  1+11+1 II+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  ( I ess  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Fam i I  y  Farm  I ncorne 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 












































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sarnp I  e  fa rrns 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  l+il+lii+IV 
inputs  i  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
' 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Oeadstk) 
ACCOUNfS  RESULTS  1982/3 
HELLAS 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 












































































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  FADN  LASf  REVISION  2~/2/1986 








































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  1  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
HELLAS 
BY  UAA  IN  HA 







































































































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
LEVEL  2  FADN  LI\Sr  flFVISION  ?'t/2/198(, 
















































































































































































































































-638 3.3.4.  1982/83  and  1983/8~ accountancy results 
~ember States  x  10  income  classes  (FNVA/AWU) 
121 22APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - A\iU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tot  a I  Inputs  I+ I I+ I I I+ I 
inputs  1  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
rami ly  Farm  lncome/HW 
Fixed  assets 
Curr·ent  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 







































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1962/3  LfVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 






























































































































































































































































































































1 . (i 
26.4 
26.0 


























DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AHU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- 1 ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  II !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Va I ue  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Far·m  Net  Value  Added/AH 
family  Farm  lncome/FHU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 







































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
































































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECtJ 
ACCOUNIS  RESULTS  1982/3 
DCUTSCHL/\ND 
I.EVfL  2  rADN  LAST  REV!SIOil  ;•lt/2/1986 
CURREN!  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS  1972-4 
BY  FNVA/AWU  IN  1000  ECU 
Fa rrns  rep resented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size- ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestockunits 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  I+ I I+ I I I+ I 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
-rentpaid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Family  Farm  lncome/H/U 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 












































































1 . 7 


























































































































































































138211  17892 























































































































1 7. II 
1 • 7 
1. 4 
26.3 



























DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
DEUTSCHLANO 
LEVfl.  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS  1972-4 
BY  FNVA/AWU  IN  1000  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  i  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
-rent paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  g rants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
F i xod  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sarnp 1  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  i  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  II !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 








































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  HEVISION  21!/?/1986 




























































































































































































































































































































































OG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  f'a rms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
f'a rrn  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  1  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Va I ue  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
-rent paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
rami I  y  Farm  I ncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 








































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FAR~1S 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LASf  REVISION  ?~/2/1986 




























































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  !  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
<=0 
17963 




































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LASf  REVISION  211/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  t·IARGINS  1972-11 



























































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECIJ 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
othor output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  1  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I 1  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs ajc  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 






































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
t.CCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 





























































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs ajc  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
- wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Va I ue  Added/AW 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 








































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  fARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  fADN  LAST  REVISION  ?11/2/1986 















































































































1 . 3 














































































































































































































































-II 13 21APR86 
DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c y 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Fam i I  y  Farm  I ncorne/FHU 
Fixed  assets 
Cur-rent  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 








































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 





























































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AHU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FHU 
Uti I .  Ag ric.  Area  - ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  II !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a;c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AHU 
Family  Far·m  lncome;rwu 
Fixed  assets 
current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 








*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LASf  REVISION  24/2/1986 



























































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
All VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size- ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  l+li+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  II !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c yr 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
-rent paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWU 
Fam i I  y  Farm  Income/  FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 








































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  All  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LASl  REVISION  24/2/1986 

























































































































































































































































































































































-672 22APR86  ACCOU~TS RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FAD~  LAST  REVISION  211/2/1981) 
DG  VI-A-3  LUXEMBOURG  CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS  1972-1~ 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
BY  FNVA/AWU  IN  1000  ECIJ 
<=0  0-4  4-6  6-8  8-10  10-12  12-16  16-20  20-24  >24  >0  TOfAI 
Farms  rep resented  14  238  84  155  323  2911  569  457  201  255  25-r6  2590 
Sample  farms  1  9  8  21  32  31  66  72  39  111  319  320 
Economic  size - ESU  18.9  19. 1  ?0.1  21. 1  25.9  31.5  25.0  21.5  21.5 
Labour  input - AHU  2.0  1 . -,  2. 1  1. 6  1.7  1. 9  1 . 7  1. 8  1 . 8 
Unpaid  labour  input- FWU  1. 8  1.7  2.0  1. 5  1. 7  1.8  1.5  1 . 7  1. 7 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha  38.4  42.9  40. 1  44.2  53.9  61.3  113.0  43.0  42.8 
Total  livestock units  54.9  58.7  (, 3. 3  69. 1  83.7  109.5  611. 9  65.3  65.0 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  I+II+III+IV 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock specific 
Inputs  II  (over·heads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  yr 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
-rentpaid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub) 
investment  grants+subs. 
rami ly  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AWIJ 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  wor·th 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 


















































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
LUXEMBOURG 
LEVEL  2  fADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS  1972-4 
BY  F  NVA/ AWll  IN  1000  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+1 11+1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs ajc  y 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
-rent paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Cur,rent  assets 
Liabi 1 ities 
Net  worth 































































































































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3 
UN I  TED  K I  NGDOf~ 
lEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGINS  1972-4 
BY  FNVA/AWU  IN  1000  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Sample  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AHU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I i vestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  1  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  ( I ess  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Form  Net  Value  Added/AH 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4 
UNI  rED  KINGDOM 
LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 
CURRENT  WEIGHTING  AND  STANDARD  GROSS  MARGI~S 1972-4 
BY  FNVA/AWU  IN  1000  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
lata I  I i vestock  units 
"Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstl(  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
lata I  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Family  Farm  lncome/FHU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































OG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  livestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Fam i I  y  Farm  I nco  me/ FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 







































































*  iNFORMATiON  NOT  GiVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  RFVISIOH  24/2/1986 












































































































1  00116 
103 
7.9 












































































































































































11  711 
7.7 


































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Tota I  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+11 1+1 
inputs  i  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs  ate  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Family  farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 








































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LASr  REVISION  24/2/1986 




























































































































































































































































































1 . 4 
































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  rep resented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
lata I  I i vestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
livestock+  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs ate  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/MI 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 






































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNrS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/198~ 





























































































































































































































































































































































DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Far~s  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area  - ha 
Tota I  I i vestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
To ta I  Inputs  I+ I I+ I I I+ I 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  I I  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs ajc  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Fam i I y  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/  AH 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current  assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 






































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  ;:>  FADN  LAST  REVISION  ?4/?/1986 































































































































































































































































































































































OG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  Input- FW 
Utll.  Agrlc.  Area- ha 
Total  I lvestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Tota I  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I 11-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (less  sub 
investment  gr·ants+subs, 
Farn i I  y  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
Family  Farm  lncome/FWU 
fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabilities 
Net  worth 







































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1982/3  LEVEL  2  FAON  tAST  FEVI SIOil  ?11/l'/19116 

















































































































































































































































































































































OG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Util.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+111+1 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- livestock specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  Ill-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a/c y 
balance:  grants  - taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  (Jess  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/A\-/ 
F11mi  Jy  Farm  lncorne/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
current assets 
Liabi 1 ities 
Net  worth 
Net  lnvestment(Deadstk) 
HELLAS 
<=0  0-4 
6334  207037 
78  2566 
3.0  2.6 
1.1  2.0 
1.1  1.9 
8.3  5.2 























































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  211/2/1986 































































































































































































































































































































































-6115 Other  publications giving  FADN  results 
1.  Commission  of the European  Communities,  The  Agricultural Situation in the 
Community.  1983,  1984,  1985  Reports.  Brussels. 
2.  Commission  of the European  Communities,  Agricultural Incomes  in the 
Community.  Newsflash.  Brussels  1984,  1985,  1986. 
3.  Commission  of the European  Communities,  FADN  Farm  Accounts  Results 
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DG  VI-A-3 
ALL  VALUES  IN  ECU 
Farms  represented 
Samp I  e  farms 
Economic  size  - ESU 
Labour  input  - AWU 
Unpaid  labour  input- FW 
Uti I.  Agric.  Area- ha 
Total  I ivestock  units 
Total  output 
Crops  +  crop  products 
I ivestock  +  lvstk  prods 
other output 
farm  use 
Total  Inputs  1+11+1 I J+t 
inputs  I  (spec.  costs) 
- crop-specific  inputs 
- I ivestock  specific 
Inputs  II  (overheads) 
Inputs  I I !-depreciation 
adjustment:  costs a;c  y 
balance:  grants- taxes 
Farm  Net  Value  Added 
Inputs  IV 
-wages  paid 
- rent  paid 
- interest  pd  ( I ess  sub 
investment  grants+subs. 
Family  Farm  Income 
Farm  Net  Value  Added/AW 
F~mi ly  Farm  Jncome/FWU 
Fixed  assets 
Current assets 
Liabi I ities 
Net  worth 








































































*  INFORMATION  NOT  GIVEN  FOR  ALL  FARMS 
ACCOUNTS  RESULTS  1983/4  LEVEL  2  FADN  LAST  REVISION  24/2/1986 


























































































































































































































































11 . 1 
1.2 

































































































57167 Other publications siving FADN  results 
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144 ANNEX  Description of the  variables  used 
1  NUMBER  OF  HOLDINGS 
REPRESENTED 
2  NUMBER  OF  HOLDINGS 
IN  THE  FADN  SAMPLE 
3  ECONOMIC  SIZE 
4  LABOUR  INPUT 
5  UNPAID  LABOUR 
INPUT 
6  UTILIZED  AGRICULTURAL 
AREA 
7  LIVESTOCK  UNITS 
8  TOTAL  OUTPUT 
9  OUTPUT  - CROPS  AND 
CROP  PRODUCTS 
10  OUTPUT  - LIVESTOCK 
AND  LIVESTOCK  PRODUCTS 
11  OTHER  OUTPUT 
12  FARM  USE 









Number  of holdings  actually 
coverd by  the  FADN  sample. 
Number  of  holdings  in  the 
FADN  sample 
Sum  of  Standard Gross  Margin 
(SGM) 
1972/74  in 1000  ECU 
Number  of full-time  person 
equivalents  (on  a  yearly basis) 
working  of  the  farm 
Number  of full-time  person 
equivalents  of  unpaid  labour  input 
Arable  land,  permanent  crops, 
grassland  and  permanent  pasture 
Number  of livestock in dairy  cow 
equivalents  (1  dairy cow  - 1  LU) 
Value  of all farm  production during  the  accounting  year, 
corrected to take  into  account  changes  in the value  of 
stocks 
Field crops,  horticultural products  and  permanent  crops, 
fruit,  forage  crops  and  crop products 
1.  Livestock  :  production of  and  changes  in the  value  of 
of livestock. 
2.  Livestock products  :  value  of the  production of 
livestock products,  corrected to take  account  of 
changes  in the value of  stock  (milk,  eggs,  other 
products  and  contract rearing) 
Receipts  from  forestry products  of previous  accounting 
years,  bank  interest on  circulating capital,  contract 
work  for  others,  etc. 
Animal  feed  and  seeds  and  seedlings  produced  and 








DIAGRAM  OF  INPUT,  OUTPUT  AND  INCOME  AS  USED  IN  FADN  RESULTS 






GROSS  FARM 
INCOME 
=  INCOME 
FARM  NET 







FARM  NET 
VALUE  ADDED 
FAMILY 










FARM  INCOME 
INPUTS 
I  SPECIFIC 
COSTS  (1) 
II OVERHEADS 
III DEPRECIATION 
IV  WAGES 
RENT 
INTEREST 
BALANCE  OF 
TAXES  & 
SUBSIDIES 
INVESTMENT 
GRANTS  & 
SUBSIDIES 
(1)  Farm Use  (value of home-grown  feed  and  seed)  is  included  in  both Output 
and  Inputs I. 
146 13 
14  INPUTS  I 
17  INPUTS  II 
18  INPUTS  III 
22  INPUTS  IV 
19  ADJUSTMENT  TO  COSTS 
(only for Greece) 
20  BALANCE 
(TAXES  AND  SUBSIDIES) 
21  FARM  NET  VALUE 
ADDED  (FNVA) 
28  FNVA/ANNUAL  WORK 
UNIT 
26  GRANTS  AND  SUBSIDIES 
ON  INVESTMENTS 
TOTAL  INPUTS 
SPECIFIC  CROP  AND 
LIVESTOCK  INPUTS 
OVERHEADS 
(excluding  depre-





OTHER  INPUTS 
Total of groups  (I + II +  III +  IV) 
Crops  :  seeds  and  seedlings,  fertil-
izers,  crop protection products,  othe 
Livestock  :  feed  (purchased or 
home-grown),  other 
Upkeep  of machinery  and  equipment  and 
buildings,  energy,  contract work, 
water,  insurance  (buildings  included) 
other 
Total of groups  (I  +  II) 
Amounts  provided for the replace-
ment  of  buildings,  permanent  crops 
and  machinery  and  equipment  on  the 
basis of their replacement value 
Wages  and  social security costs  paid, 
rent paid,  interest paid less 
interest subsidies 
Amount  deducted  from  costs returned to obtain costs 
relating to the  production for  the  accounting  year 
Grants  and  subsidies received,  linked directly to 
production  (excluding all subsidies  on  interest) 
Balance of VAT  paid and  received 
Fa~ taxes  and  other dues  (including those  levied on  land 
and  buildings) 
Total output - inputs  (I +  II +  III) 
+  cost adjustments  (19) 
+  balance taxes  and  subsidies  (20) 
(21)  divided  by  (4) 
FNVA/AW 
147 27  FAMILY  FARM  INCOME 
29  FFI/UNIT  UNPAID 
LABOUR 
30  FIXED  ASSETS  (TOTAL) 
31  CURRENT  ASSETS 
(TOTAL) 
32  TOTAL  LIABILITIES 
33  NET  WORTH 
34  NET  INVESTMENT 
AVEUGE  F~ 
CAPITAL 
total output - inputs  (I +  II +  III +  IV) 
+  adjustments  to costs  (19) 
+  balance  (20) 
+  grants  and  subsidies 
on  investments  (26) 
(27)  divided by  (5) 
Closing valuation of land,  fa~ buildings,  machinery 
and  equipment  and  breeding livestock 
Closing valuation of non-breeding  livestock and 
circulat~ng capital 
Closing valuation of short-, medium- and  long--term 
liabilities 
total value  of  fixed  and  current assets less  debts 
(30  +  31 - 32) 
Purchases  less sales  and  depreciation of buildings, 
machinery  and  equipment 
Average  value of  farm  buildings,  machinery  and 
equipment,  livestock,  circulating capital and  permanent 
crops 
148 SUMMARY 
This  booklet  gives  the  principal  results  for  the  some  38  800  agricultural 
holdings  belonging  to  the  European  Community's  Farm  Accountancy  Data  Network. 
The  aggregated  results  for  the  1982/83  and  1983/84  accounting  years  are  set 
out  according  to  nine  types  of  farming,  six  economic  size  classes,  ten  classes 
of  holding area,  ten  income  classe5  and  according  to  region. 
Incomes  rose  in  1982/83  in all  Member  States.  This  was  due  mainly  to 
increased  production  of  some  major  products  (milk,  cereals,  wine). 
The  good  results obtained  in  1982/83  were  not  repeated  in  1983/84  and  farm 
incomes  declined overall. 
There  are  big  differences  in  income  between  types  of  farming:  pig  and  powltry 
farmers  obtain  a  much  better  income  than  fruit~growers or  beef/veal  producers. 
The  Level  of  farm  incomes  also depends  on  the  size of  holding.  The  "average" 
farmer  with  an  income  from  farming  which  is  aro~nd the  Community  average 
works  on  a  holding  with  about  20  ha  under  crops  or  with  20~25 dairy  cows. 
Income  levels  vary  considerably between  regions,  with  a  ratio of  1  to  7 
between  the  regions  at  the  extreme  ends  of  the  range. European Communities - Commissron 
The farm accountancy data network - Farm accounts results - 1982/83 -1983/84 
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